
100 Gecs Snake Eyes First time on vinyl for this EP released in 2022 released for RSD 2024 as a 10" Picture Disc10" £47.99

101 Strings Astro-Sounds From Beyond The Year 2000 Rare, offbeat psyche album feat Jerry Cole (Wrecking Crew, The Id)LP £24.99

1975 (The) The 1975 Live At Gorilla On the 1st February 2023, the 1975 played their debut album The 1975 in full for the first time since its 2013 release. The album debuted at number one on the UK charts in September 2013, is certified platinum (US) and 2 x platinum (UK), and set the path toward a solid run of international chart-topping, awards, and sell-out arena tours across their subsequent releases. For the 10th anniversary in 2023, the band recorded the gig making this available on digital and CD. RSD2024 sees the album released on vinyl for the first time pressed on white vinyl with brand new artwork.2LP £35.99

86TVs You Don't Have To Be Yourself The band - comprised of former Maccabees duo Hugo and Felix White, their younger brother and solo artist Will White and drummer Jamie Morrison - will release You Don't Have To Be Yourself Right Now on 26th January.  The title of the EP comes from the band's debut single, Worn Out Buildings, which will feature on the collection alongside the infectious Higher Love and two new tracks Spinning World and Dreaming10" £19.99

94 East Feat. Prince MINNEAPOLIS GENIUS (RSD 2024 PURPLE/BLUE 2LP)Minneapolis Genius is the first collection of studio recordings by 94 East, the band name given to a number of tracks recorded by Pepé Willie and Prince with occasional other musicians. The collection contained one song with writing input by Prince, Just Another Sucker, and Prince appeared as a musician on all tracks, stemming from recording sessions between 1975 and 1979 (the cover subtitle incorrectly labels the sessions as “the historic 1977 recordings”).The first LP is the original album... and second LP included Bonus Tracks. Limited Edition in Purple and Blue Double LP.2LP £40.99

Ace Frehley 10,000 VOLTS (RSD 2024 - PIC DISC) Ace's latest album - 10,000 Volts is being released as an unofficial RSD 2024 Picture Disc!!!12" £26.99

Acetone I've Enjoyed As Much Of This As I Can Stand - Live at the Knitting Factory, NYC: May 31, 1998Pressed for the first time on vinyl since its initial release in November 2000, ‘Swansong For You’, the second album from The Gentle Waves, will now be available through Jeepster Recordings on 20th April 2024 for Record Store Day2LP £39.99

Acid King Middle Of Nowhere, Center Of Everywhere On the heels of Acid King's acclaimed 2023 return album Beyond Vision, which garnered massive worldwide attention and even broke into Billboard's Top 100 Albums chart, Blues Funeral presents a brand-new updated edition of the band's 2015 opus. Celebrating over 30 years of one of the most iconic bands in the heavy underground, this new Blues Funeral edition will present the landmark double album with updated artwork and an exclusive vinyl colour specifically for Record Store Day.2LP £33.99

Aggrovators Dubbing at King Tubbys Vol 2 - Blue 2LP (RSD)Essential Dub for RSD 2024! The twenty two dubs here were originally assembled by the Blood and Fire label for three bestselling but long deleted 1990s compilations that are now much sought afterLP £36.99

Aggrovators Dubbing At King Tubby's Vol. 1 - Red 2LP (RSD)Essential Dub for RSD 2024! The twenty two dubs here were originally assembled by the Blood and Fire label for three bestselling but long deleted 1990s compilations that are now much sought afterLP £36.99

Ahmad Jamal Live at Bubba's deleted 1990s compilations that are now much sought afterLP £26.99

Air Kelly Watch The Stars Originally released in 1998 this was the second single from the much acclaimed Moon Safari album. Released as a Picture Disc for RSD 202412" £31.99

Alan Parsons Project (The) Pyramid 'Work In Progress' This ‘Work In Progress’ version of The Alan Parsons Project iconic Pyramid album, contains early demos, rough mixes and Eric Woolfson’sSongwriting Diary versions of the 9 tracks that appear on the Pyramid album. Six of these tracks are previously unreleased and all of them are making their first appearance on vinyl. Housed in a poly-lined inner sleeve with an accompanying 12” x 12” insert, this orange vinyl LP is strictly limited to 4200 copies worldwide. LP £22.99

Alberto Baldan Bembo The Soul of“Ali” Ben Djamballa Much sought after Afro Funk LP from 1974LP £28.99

Alborosie Dub Pirate (180g White & Orange Splatter Vinyl)This is a limited-numbered edition white orange splatter-coloured vinylLP £37.99

Alex Chilton Cliches release of a dub version of Alborosie's classic roots reggae album, "SoulLP £25.99

Alison Goldfrapp The Love Reinvention Pirate" (which has over 223 million Spotify album plays)2LP £31.99

Amancio D’Silva Reflections To mark Record Store Day in 2024 Universal Music Recordings and Decca Records are making Jazz guitarist Amancio D’Silva’s album ‘Reflections (The Romantic Guitar Of Amancio D’Silva)’ available again for the first time since it was released in 1971, on limited edition clear vinyl. Long sought after by collectors and connoisseurs, original copies now sell for upwards of £350. This new edition was mastered at Abbey Road using high definition 24bit/192kHz audio files, copied directly from the original analogue master tapes. Images of those tapes are included in the package alongside new sleeve notes written by noted author, compiler and documentary maker Tony Higgins, who also acts as Executive Producer for Decca’s ‘British Jazz Explosion’ series. Recorded in May 1970, ‘Reflections’ was released as part of the Lansdowne Series, overseen by the influential Denis Preston, one of the UK’s first independent record producers, and engineered by Adrian Kerridge. The twelve instrumental pieces include titles by George GeLP £27.99

America Live From The Hollywood Bowl – 1975 Travel back in time to August 3, 1975: America takes the stage at the Hollywood Bowl backed by a symphony conducted by George Martin. The never-before-heard tapes have recently been remastered for the new release Live From The Hollywood Bowl - 1975, featuring the live renditions of America’s hits like “Sister Golden Hair,” “Horse With No Name,” “Ventura Highway,” and more. This is an unreleased album from the prime of their career. The RSD exclusive will be a 2LP colour variant and include a printed insert of a set list handwritten & autographed by the band.2LP £25.99

Amorphis My Kantele AMORPHIS' classic 1997 record My Kantele available as a standalone vinyl EP for the first time ever. Limited Custom Galaxy Merge edition of 2400 copies12" £18.99

Anne Briggs Anne Briggs RSD 2024 pressing of the eponymous 1971 debut album by Anne Briggs - widely regarded as a pillar of any folk collection - This 2024 vinyl re- issue has been newly remastered from the original quarter- inch tapes by Calum Malcolm and includes 'The Lost Tape,' a bonus 7" single of 4 previously unreleased tracks from the 1971 album sessions.LP £25.99

Apocalyptica Worlds Collide (Deluxe Edition) For the frst time ever, experience it on vinyl in a special purple vinyl version withLP £34.99

April March / Kelley Stoltz APRIL MARCH SINGS KELLEY STOLTZ 4 special tracks recorded by April March and Kelley Stoltz, whereby April sings Kelley Stoltz songs in french12" £19.99

Art Tatum Jewels In The Treasure Box: The 1953 Chicago Blue Note Jazz Club Recordingsincludes 'The Lost Tape,' a bonus 7" single of 4 previously unreleased tracks fromLP £69.99

As December Falls As December Falls This is the frst time the album has been ever available at retail and the frst time the album has ever been issued on a colour vinyl. This limited-edition Record Store Day variant has only been pressed on 750 units and will never be repressed.LP £20.99

As December Falls Happier This is the frst time the album has ever been available at retail and the frst time album the album has ever been issued on a splatter colour vinyl. This limited edition Record Store Day variant has only been pressed on 750 units and will never be repressed.LP £20.99

Ashaye Dreaming/ What's This World Coming To 12 Inch Vinyl In Picture Sleeve12" £15.99

Ashby Power Ballads For the very first Yme on vinyl, remastered and beauYfully packaged in a gatefold sleeve with completely new artwork and with added new liner notes by BreR Milano: “Power Ballads” by ASHBY – their criYcally acclaimed debut from 2001.LP £23.99

Ashnikko Demidevil Demidevil is the debut mixtape by American singer-songwriter and rapper Ashnikko. It was originally released on January 15, 2021, through Parlophone and Warner Records. The mixtape was supported by four singles: "Cry" featuring Grimes, "Daisy", "Deal with It" featuring Kelis, and "Slumber Party" featuring Princess Nokia. Never previously reeased on vinyl - now released for RSD 2024 on coloured vinyl.LP £34.99

At The Drive-In In/Casino/Out The long out-of-print sophomore title from seminal El Paso, Texas band At The Drive-In, featuring favourites "Napoleon Solo," "Chanbara," and "Alpha Centauri." Drowned In Sound proclaims, “In/Casino/Out screams at you, beats you into a pulp along with all your conceptions of punk, chews you up and spits you out a newly formed individual" while Vice describes the record as "a document of the moment when one of punk’s most exciting bands discovered what they wanted to be." Pressed on limited edition Purple & Green Smoke vinyl.LP £30.99

At The Gates Slaughter Of The Soul Originally issued in 1995, ‘Slaughter of the Soul’ is considered as one of the most important and influential metal albums of all time. Featuring the classic tracks ‘Blinded by Fear’, ‘Cold’ and ‘Suicide Nation’, the album married melodic sensibilities with razor edged aggression to devastating effect. PRESSED FROM THE ORIGINAL MASTER TAPES. THIS ALBUM HAS BEEN SPECIALLY RECREATED USING ‘FDR’ – FULL DYNAMIC RANGE MASTERING - ALLOWING THE MUSIC’S NUANCES TO SHINE THROUGH AND GIVING THIS CLASSIC ALBUM A MORE FEROCIOUS AND DYNAMIC SOUND, ENABLING THE LISTENER TO IMMERSE IN THE FULL AUDIO HEAVINESS LIKE NEVER BEFORE. Limited edition Orange and white splatter vinyl with Earache Records exclusive ‘35 years Of Noise’ branded OBI Strip & Hype Sticker. ● Includes exclusive new liner notes by At The Gates bassist Jonas Björler, along with a 12" colour insert featuring classic era photographs. ● Only 1000 copies worldwide, a must have for any death metal vinyl collection. ● Widely considered as one of the most importantLP £27.99

Ateez World Ep.Fin : Will Ateez US number one album on exclusive RSD coloured vinyl including a bonus 7" with new exclusive tracks unavailable anywhere else Random coloured LP & 7" + 8 random photocards. Exclusive gatefold artwork.LP £59.99

Average White Band Live At The Rainbow Theatre: 1974 (140G White vinyl)Widely and rightly regarded as one of the best ever soul and funk bands, the now legendary Average White Band tore up the rule book and conquered the US, UK & International charts with a series of soul and disco hits between 1974 and 1980LP £25.99

Azymuth JAZZ CARNIVAL (ORIGINAL FULL LENGTH UNEDITED MIX) RSD 2024Celebrating 30 years of Far Out Recordings, Azymuth's biggest club trackLP £17.99

Barclay James Harvest BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST & OTHER SHORT STORIES (RSD 2024)from their groundbreaking 1979 album Light As A Feather is reissued onLP £31.99

Be Bop Deluxe FUTURAMA [STEPHEN TAYLER MIX] (BLUE VINYL) (RSD 2024) LP £31.99

Beat (The) Wha’ppen? (Expanded Edition) 12" vinyl, in its full length unedited form2LP £47.99

Bebe Rexha All Your Fault: Parts 1 & 2 All Your Fault: Pt. 1 was the first EP released in 2017 (second overall) by Bebe Rexha, featuring guest appearances from G-Eazy and Ty Dolla $ign. The record’s single, "I Got You,”* was eventually certified gold/platinum/multi-platinum in Australia, Brazil, Canada, France, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, the UK and the US. The track also hit #1 on the U.S. Billboard Dance Club Songs chart. Mike Wass of the music blog Idolator gave the EP four-and-a-half stars out of five, calling it "a testament to her [Rexha's] brilliant songwriting and supernatural ability to sniff out a hook.” All Your Fault: Pt. 2 was the second EP released in 2017 (third overall) by Bebe Rexha – as a follow-up to All Your Fault: Pt. 1. -- featuring guest appearances from Gucci Mane, 2 Chainz, Lil Wayne, Kranium and Florida Georgia Line. "Meant to Be (featuring Florida Georgia Line),* the EP's second single, debuted at #1 on the U.S. Hot Country Songs chart, becoming Rexha’s first #1 on the chart and the longest running #1 single in tLP £34.99

Bevis Frond (The) Live at the Great American Music Hall 1000 copies worldwide. Pressed for the first time on vinyl, an incendiary live set of greatest hits of The Bevis Frond circa 1998. Featuring over an hour’s worth of prime Frond, it mixes the bittersweet melodies of Nick Saloman’s much-covered ‘Lights Are Changing’ and ‘He’d Be A Diamond’ with fuzz fuelled riffs and masterful soloing. Played as a power trio with Saloman enlists his long-time associate and former Hawkwind bass player Adrian Shaw, and Andy Ward, former drummer with 70s prog giants Camel. With a staggering ten-minute rethinking of Love’s come down anthem ‘Signed DC’ closing the show. This set also includes culled cuts from their debut ‘Miasma’ through to the groundbreaking ‘New River Head’ and beyond into the 90s. “A noisy yet intimate performance representative of his finest work.” AllMusic // “Six-string pyrotechnics, pop hooks and lyrical urgency.” MOJO. Tracklisting: A1 Hole Song #2 A2 Maybe A3 Love Is B1 New River Head B2 Stoned Train Driver B3 Lights Are Changing C1 Red Hair C2 He'd Be A Di                                                                                       2LP £28.99

Big Country Why The Long Face From 1995, the 8th studio album by Big Country featuring the original line-up of Stuart Adamson, Bruce Watson, Tony Butler and Mark Brzezicki. Combining new wave and even new romantic elements with Celtic slanted pop-rock, the album features live favourites ‘I’m Not Ashamed’ and ‘You Dreamer’. Only 3,000 copies were pressed initially and it has never been re-pressed. Now available for Record Store Day on limited edition tourquiose vinyl.LP £25.99

Bill Evans Trio Everybody Digs Bill Evans This limited-edition MONO release of legendary jazz pianist Bill Evans’ 1959 album “Everybody Digs Bill Evans” is available exclusively on 180-gram vinyl for Record Store Day. A landmark recording, the album features Sam Jones (bass) and Philly Joe Jones (drums) and is Evans’ second album on Riverside as leader. This new pressing features (AAA) lacquers cut from the original master tapes by Kevin Gray at Cohearent Audio and is pressed at RTI on 180-gram black vinyl. It is housed in a Stoughton® Tip-On Jacket and limited to 7500 copies globally.LP £36.99
Billie Marten As Long As (EP) Rare 2015 EP. Reissued for RSD2410" £24.99
Billy Bragg Bloke On Bloke Initially released in September 2023 within the “You Can Have It All The Complete Albums Collection” 14CD Box Set, this is the first vinyl LP release of Deacon Blue’s “Peace Will Come”, the 12 track acoustic album that contains re-interpretations of some of the bands best loved songs, live favourites and cover versions. Housed in a full colour picture inner sleeve, this white vinyl LP is strictly limited to 1000 copies worldwide."LP £19.99

Birdmask Tristan Coloured vinyl, 45 rpm, limited. Debut physical release from the singer of critically acclaimed alternative rock act Zeal & Ardor12" £17.99
Black Delta Movement (The) In Acetate 180g Coloured Splatter Vinyl + Limited to 500 hand-numbered copies + Download code In April 2023 Kingston-Upon-Hull outfit The Black Delta Movement released their second studio album 'Recovery Effects', serving up a set of groove-heavy psychedelic rock with TBDM front-man and band-leader Matt Burr backed by Little Barrie's Barrie Cadogan, Lewis Wharton and Tony Coote as his band and The Heliocentrics' Malcolm Cotto on production duties. The 'In Acetate' EP is a companion piece to that record, made up of three bonus tracks from the recording sessions and remixes by trip-hop legends UNKLE and Ill Japonia (a side-project of Bo Ningen'sTaigenKawabe). Following a digital-only release late 2023, it’s now being released on wax as part of Record Store Day 2024. Track-list: 1) (This Is) Slow House 2) The Landgrab 3) 303 4) Fourth Pass Over The Graveyard (UNKLE Reconstruction) 5) Photograph (Ill Japonia Remix)12" £14.99

Black Sabbath Paranoid Limited edition, splatter vinyl version of the second album by Black Sabbath that spawned the huge global hit single of the same name.LP £28.99
Black Watch (The) The Morning Papers Have Given Us The VapoursThe Black Watch follow upLP £19.99

Blessed Madonna (The) Have Mercy EP After a jam packed 2023, from Glastonbury to Sonar to Boiler Room Bali, The Blessed Madonna has been filling the dance floor everywhere she goes and is now releasing her Record Store Day exclusive vinyl with her favourite four tracks she has released over the last 12 monthsLP £22.99

Bloc Party The High Life EP Record Store Day exclusive four blue splatter vinyl of The High Life EP, which has previously only been released for download and on streaming platforms.12" £25.99
Blue Aeroplanes (The) Beatsongs (Deluxe) Pressed on 140g translucent vinyl, housed in a gatefold sleeve with newlyLP £30.99

Blues Pills Birthday / Don't You Love It An exclusive marbled vinyl product: With these songs and our upcoming album BIRTHDAY we truly let ourselves free, leaving all the boundaries and expectations behind to write music that we love. The singer Elin was pregnant during the recordings of these two rock bangers, and what isn’t more rock’n’roll than that? To create human life and music.LP £22.99

Blur Parlklife (Zoetrope LP) blur - Parklife (30th Anniversary Zoetrope picture disc) Release date - Sat 20 April - Record Store Day Exclusive Format - half speed mastered, single vinyl zoetrope picture discLP £26.99



Bob Frank Broke Again The Unreleased Recordings (Marijuana Vinyl Edition)Includes an insert with extensive liner notes detailing Frank's career self- sabotage by Pat Thomas and the director of the documentary Within A Few Degrees: A Little Gest of Bob Frank, Isaac Pingree. 20 tracks, all unreleased, pressed in stems 'n' seeds "marijuana" vinyl.LP £45.99

Boogie Down Productions Edutainment Rap/Hip Hop: Available for record store day 2024 in an opaque black and canary yellow color in color vinyl pressing. The double LP Is housed in a gatefold jacket and includes an insert with lyrics and an Obi. The fourth studio album by the legendary Boogie Down Productions. Originally released in 1990 this album features production from D-Nice as well as KRS-One himself2LP £41.99
Boogie Down Productions Poetry/ 9 mm Goes Bang 7 inch Vinyl In B Boy Records Sleeve7" £15.99

Brian Poole & The Tremeloes Twist & Shout Brian Poole & The Tremeloes beautiful upbeat rock ‘n’ roll cover of Twist And Shout has since become one of their best know hits. Pressed for the first time on 7” vinyl since it’s release in 1963, this beautiful clear vinyl is key for any music lovers collection.7" £14.99
Brother Jack McDuff Ain't No Sunshine This hand-numbered, limited-edition to 2,000, double-LP set was transferred from the original tape reels and is pressed on 180-gram vinyl - the deluxe package includes an extensive 4-page booklet with essays by archival producer and label owner/producer/musician Cory Weeds, plus passages from Hammond organists Delvon Lamarr, Larry Goldings and Brian Charette; and rare photos and memorabiliaLP £52.99

Bryan Ferry The Right Stuff transferred from the original tape reels and is pressed on 180-gram vinyl12" £25.99

Buena Vista Social Club Buena Vista Social Club - the deluxe package includes an extensive 4-page booklet with essays byLP £31.99

Caitlin Rose THE STAND IN (RSD24 - 140G TRANSLUCENT RED)archival producer and label owner/producer/musician Cory Weeds, plusLP £26.99
Cannonball Adderley Burnin in Bordeaux - Live in France 1969 Deluxe limited-edition 180g 2-LP set - gatefold sleeve - 12-page LP sizeLP £48.99
Cannonball Adderley Poppin in Paris: Live at the Olympia 1972 Never-before-released Cannonball Adderley 1972 concert, deluxe limited-edition 180g 2-LP set - gatefold sleeve - 8 page LP size booklet, remastered audio transferred from the original tape reelsLP £48.99

Captain Beefheart & His Magic Band The Spotlight Kid (Deluxe Edition) booklet, remastered audio transferred from the original tape reels2LP £46.99
Carol Douglas The Disco Sound of Carol Douglas New compilation of her work for Bob Reno's Midland RecordsLP £26.99

Catfish & The Bottlemen The Balcony This release will be on white vinyl. For Record Store Day 2024 Catfish and the Bottlemen release a special, 10th anniversary edition of their debut album The Balcony. The limited edition pressing is exclusively available on white coloured vinyl and in a white, inverted cover sleeve for the first time.Originally released in 2014, the album has gone on to be certified 2x platinum in the UK. Includes the hit singles ‘Homesick’, ‘Rango’ and ‘Kathleen’.LP £27.99

Celeste Everyday/ Love Will Tears Us Apart The first track from Celeste's highly anticipated sophomore album. Includes a stunning rendition of Love Will Tear Us Apart.7" £10.99

Charlatans (The) Indian Rope expanded artwork including lyrics, photos, and exclusive new liner notes12" £21.99

Charlie Watts Live At Fulham Town Hall Live at the Fulham Town Hall was the first jazz release by Rolling Stones drummer, Charlie Watts and was originally recorded and released in 1986. This limited edition repressing of this classic performance by the Charlie Watts Orchestra is the first time it has been repressed on vinyl since it's original release.LP £28.99

Cheech & Chong Up In Smoke Gatefold jacket, green / smoke coloured vinyl. Coloured vinyl version of the cult classic movie.LP £31.99

Chet Baker & Jack Sheldon In Perfect Harmony: The Lost Album Thecollectionwillbereleasedasalimited180-gramaudiophileLP,masteredfromtheoriginalanalog tapesbyengineerMatthewLutthansat theMasteringLabinSalina,KS.LP £33.99

Chills (The) The Lost EP by Gerard Langley, Alex Lee, and Rodney Allen - remastered by PhilLP £23.99

China Burton You Dont Care (About Our Love) British artist Mark ‘China’ Burton only made one record, but what a record! This string laden Soul/Disco/Modern Soul dancer was produced by Adam Sieff and released on the Logo label in the UK in 1979. It has been an in demand record for many years and original 12" copies sell for over £400. The arrangement is by the UK’s John Altman who would go on to work with artists including Diana Ross, Tina Turner and Goldie among many others, not least Aled Jones on the iconic “Walking In The Air”. This 12" release for Record Store Day 2024 is limited to 750 copies.12" £22.99

Chris Isaak Beyond The Sun (The Complete Collection) Legendary rocker and Sun Records superfan Chris Isaak pays tribute to the label he loves on Beyond The Sun (Super Deluxe Edition). Chris Isaak revisits the music that inspired him to become a musician in the room where it happened, with these tracks recorded live in Sun Studio in Memphis, Tennessee. Hear Chris rock on Carl Perkins’ “Dixie Fried,” roll on Johnny Cash’s “I Walk the Line,” and emulate the King on Elvis Presley’s “Can’t Help Falling In Love,” among many others. This expanded tracklist features songs previously unavailable in the United States, including Chris’ version of Jerry Lee Lewis’ “Bonnie B,” and the Roy Orbison classic “Oh, Pretty Woman,” and more.2LP £33.99

Chris White Experience BEST OF (RSD 2024) The Chris White Experience spans recordings from 1969 to the present day, and ‘The Best of’ is the first collection to be released on vinyl.LP £28.99

Christophe Les Mots Bleus Christophe is a major figure on the French music scene of the seventies to the 2000’s. With his amazing repertoire and modern productions, he has indelibly influenced several generations of artists who proudly claim him as their heir.  To mark the 50th anniversary of French singer Christophe's legendary album, BMG is releasing a limited edition of the eponymous track on 12" blue vinyl on Records Store Day. "Les Mots bleus" was released in 1974 and quickly became Christophe's signature song - the lyrics are by Jean-Michel Jarre and the music is by Christophe. It's also a song that's become part of French heritage, and has been covered countless times. The song was so successful that Christophe performed two sold-out nights at the legendary Olympia concert hall in Paris. Fun fact: on the track "Le dernier des Bevilacqua", which opens the album "Les mots bleus", Christophe sings an extract of "Les mots bleus" in Italian, before we hear the title again three songs later. So, logically, this track is on the B side12" £16.99

Clement Bushay & Carl Bert Reggae For Lovers Ultra rare reggae album from '74 with 4 unreleased tracks LP £24.99
Cockney Rejects Unforgiven This special edition for RSD is limited to 500 numbered pieces, pressed on Solid White vinyl and housed in all new sleeve art.LP £26.99

Come Eleven:Eleven (Deluxe Edition plus 7") 1000 copies worldwide. Deluxe 30th anniversary re-issue of cult Boston band’s 1992 debut. Featuring the intense guitar interplay of Thalia Zedek and Chris Brokaw. Acclaimed by Dinosaur Jr’s J Mascis, Husker Du’s Bob Mould and Kurt Cobain. An awe-inspiring collision of noise via American blues-rock with thunderous rhythms holding together every six-string duel. A cathartic and euphoric hail of noise that’s succinctly tailored for maximum effect. An album that defined Zadek and Brokaw's songwriting partnerships as one of the most original bands of the 90s, tirelessly meshing their blues-infected ballads with feedback and epic instrumental breakdowns.  “A uniquely sludgy, electric, and strong fusion of sounds and styles, combining extreme angst and commanding power." AllMusic // In addition, the nine original tracks are extended with  the ‘Fast Piss Blues’ single and its flipside, a cover of The Rolling Stones’ ‘I Got the Blues’. The re-issue package also includes a download link to ‘Live At Vermonstress Festivaڄ෯�Ⱞ틵篣�ぼ뭹ꧽ 㴋杩搅�괌蕲閶辀쯣ύਰᛒ㣒ʋ⑺ 埗㞻㈴䟄 墎녌ꀤꄎ 咜궍쒤桵ꓣ빴↕彊仱䚪졖椷 鹾更♙ᐻ�뢡瘅믬隸泿陗 厳�烚ա鄏挋 茁㗼⒳ʂ첿妰Ɠŏ閽嗦曛饂쒻櫧ⲑ鍛�蛹쑪愰ᚍ懱ࢲ嶳䘓ꍉ檞 ㌄䭚몷፟檂뇩  ླྀ 혾⚁㎐ॻ滦顕鯐뻘 ꃒ훿돳 ?   䭐Ѓ    !泇뾕ǘ ͠   汸眯牯扫潯�浸豬嵓�ᐰ齽ﾴ㱠鸤糖
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Cramps (The) Ultra Twist (30th Ann.) Kinrade at AIR Mastering from transfers of the original production12" £29.99

Cranberries (The) Bury The Hatchet (The Complete Sessions) 2LP £36.99

Cure (The) The Top - 40th Anniversary Picture Disc masters LP £27.99

Daft Punk Something About Us (Love Theme From Interstella 555Reissued for RSD 2024 exclusively - 3 track 12" single- Something About Us - Love Theme from Interstella 555512" £15.99
Dalton (prog supergroup, Opeth, Moongarden etc)Una Riflessione Italian Prog A Supergroup - Feat Mikael Åkerfeldt From Opeth12" £28.99

Damage RECORDED LIVE OFF THE BOARD AT CBGB (RSD 2024)Hailing from the legendary Celluloid label, Damage’s ‘Recorded Live Off the Board at CBGB’ emerges as a visceral testament. Within the iconic CBGB’s walls, their unyielding spirit ignited. This album, a blazing emblem of defiance, captures the essence of their unapologetic rebellion. Each track resonates with Celluloid’s signature rawness, a sonic battlefield where punk ethos meets unbridled passion. It stands tall as a testament to Damage’s indelible mark within the tapestry of punk’s storied history.LP £29.99
Dandy Warhols (The) Live At Levitation Splatter Vinyl RSD exclusive The Reverberation Appreciation Society are proud to welcome The Dandy Warhols with the Eleventh vinyl release in the Live at LEVITATION series. The release showcases the bands appearance at the festival with their 2013 performance. These recordings are immortalized on beautiful RSD exclusive Splatter vinyl LEVITATION and the LIVE AT LEVITATION Vinyl Series The first Austin Psych Fest was held in March 2008, and expanded to a 3 day event the following year. The event quickly developed into an international destination for psychedelic rock fans, with lineups spanning the fringes of indie rock, from up-and-comers to vintage legends, and capped off with headline performances from co-founders The Black Angels, along with Tame Impala, The Flaming Lips, The Brian Jonestown Massacre, Thee Oh Sees (in various forms) and many more. LEVITATION helped spark a movement, inspiring the creation of similar events across the globe and a burgeoning psych scene that would soon ignite. The series capLP £19.99

Das Koolies DAS KOOLIES REMIXED 12” light blue coloured biovinyl in spined disco bag with paper inner. Biovinyl is a sustainable, petroleum-free alternative to traditional vinyl derived from recycled cooking oils and industrial waste gases.12" £22.99
Dave Allison Conscious Dream 2 x LP Purple Vinyl in Picture Sleeve2LP £29.99

Dave Pike The Doors Of Perception £28.99

David Bowie Waiting in the Sky (Before the Starman Came to Earth)12" Black vinyl disc 180g WAITING IN THE SKY (BEFORE THE STARMAN CAME TO EARTH)  LIMITED 11-TRACK VINYL ALBUM RELEASED EXCLUSIVELY FOR RECORD STORE DAY 20th APRIL, 2024  Parlophone Records are proud to announce the release of a very special David Bowie limited vinyl LP, WAITING IN THE SKY (BEFORE THE STARMAN CAME TO EARTH) which will be released on 20th April, 2024 for Record Store Day.  The album is taken from the Trident Studios 1/4” stereo tapes dated 15th December, 1971, which were created for the then provisional tracklisting for what would become THE RISE AND FALL OF ZIGGY STARDUST AND THE SPIDERS FROM MARS album.  The tracklisting for WAITING IN THE SKY (BEFORE THE STARMAN CAME TO EARTH) runs differently from the ZIGGY STARDUST album and features four songs that didn’t make the final album.  On Side 1, in the place of ‘STARMAN’, one of the last three tracks recorded for the album in February 1972, is ‘ROUND AND ROUND’, a Chuck Berry cover. The track was finally released on a single as the B-side to ‘DRLP £25.99

David Byrne / Paramore Hard Times / Burning Down the House David Byrne and Record Store Day USA ambassadorsParamorehave teamedup for this extremely-limited,one-timeonlypressingofa12” inwhicheachartistcoverstheother’ssong. Released to coincidewith the highly-anticipated ‘StopMakingSense’ coversalbumcampaign, the 12” includes an exclusive never-before-heard coverofParamore’s‘HardTimes’byDavidByrne. On the flip-sidewehaveParamore’smuch-loved cover of Talking Heads’ ‘Burning Down The House’, releasedearlier in2024 tocoincidewith the announcement of the ‘StopMaking Sense’ album,out laterthisyearonA24Music. Pressed on natural vinyl, this will not be re repressedand issuretobeahighlysoughtafter item on Record Store Day for both David Byrne/Talking Heads fans and Paramore fans alike12" £13.99

David Sylvian & Nine Horses Snow Borne Sorrow First time on vinyl for David Sylvian’s side project with his brother Steve Jansen (Japan/ Rain Tree Crow) and German musician/ producer Bernd Friedmann aka Burnt Friedman. Features the 9 tracks from the original album plus 2 tracks from the ‘Money for All’ EP and the Previously Unreleased Burnt Friedman remix of “”Atom & Cell””. All on vinyl for the first time. Designed by David Sylvian’s long-time collaborator, Chris Bigg (23 Envelope / 4AD). Housed in a beautiful gatefold sleeve with printed inner-bags.”LP £36.99
De La Soul Live at Tramps, NYC, 1996 De La Soul's Live at Tramps, NYC, 1996 is a time machine for fans old andCD £17.99
Deacon Blue Peace Will Come LP £23.99

Dead By Sunrise Out Of Ashes new 2LP £54.99
Dead Horse The Dead Horse Tapes - Blown Away London, Summer LP £21.99
Dead Or Alive The Pete Hammond Hi-Nrg Remixes (140G Transparent Blue & Yellow vinyl)The album includes remixes of versions of four of their biggest hits, the Japanese 2 hit 'Hit And Run Lover', through to their most recent album, Fan The Flame (Part 2) This version is packaged as a 2 LP set, with printed inner bags, containing an intro note with the backstory behind the album's concept.2LP £33.99

Def Leppard Live At Leadmill Mercury Studios will be releasing Def Leppard’s “One Night Only Live at The Leadmill Sheffield May 19, 2023” on silver 2LP exclusively for Record Store Day 2024. The show was recorded at The Leadmill, a club in their hometown of Sheffield, England several days before their tour with Motley Crue played at Sheffield’s Brammall Lane football stadium. The Leadmill show was livestreamed on Veeps at the time of the performance.Please be advised that Record Store Day will be making an official announcement of the titles in early 2024, so please keep this info confidential until we have word on the announce date from them. The canvass for this title will begin in the next couple days.-Synopsis -Def Leppard returns to their hometown of Sheffield to perform a set of hits and rarities in front of a small crowd of about 900 diehard fans in this May 2023 show recorded at The Leadmill, just days before their tour stop with Motley Crue at Sheffield’s Brammall Lane. This Record Store Day exclusive double LP is pressed on sil2LP £36.99
Delia Derbyshire Inventions for Radio Limited Edition 6CD release for RSD of these sought after recordings.6CD £35.99
Devin The Dude Acoustic Levitation AcousYc LevitaYon is a carefully woven tapestry of experiences, infused with the spirit of camaraderie and the pure enjoyment of life's simple pleasures. Sitback, light up, and enjoy. 2xLP,housed in a gatefold jacket.LP £26.99

Dexys X Dutch Uncles DANCE WITH ME After a hugely successful return in 2023, Dexys now present a collaboration with acclaimed art-rockers Dutch Uncles. This remix of Dance With Me, the concluding track on Dexys' stunning record The Feminine Divine, showcases Dutch Uncles injecting their signature wonkiness into Kevin Rowland’s dramatic confessional style. Dexys' refusal to stand still remains as evident as ever on this truly unexpected but utterly addictive remix.12" £15.99
DITZ X Heavy Lungs DITZ X Heavy Lungs Live at The BBC Available on pink and green splatter vinyl with an exclusive trading card in each vinyl (including signed 1 of 1s from each band member), this vinyl mixes a series of solid gold hits, huge cult favourites and a cover of Danny Nedelko by Idles from the Danny Nedelko fronted Heavy Lungs.12" £19.99

Divorce Heady Metal vinyl (including signed 1 of 1s from each band member), this vinyl mixes a series12" £22.99
Doctor Who Doctor Who: The Edge of Destruction (Zoetrope Picture Disc)Demon Records presents, exclusive to Record Store Day 2024, the complete narrated TV soundtrack of the Doctor Who story 'The Edge Of Destruction'LP £27.99

Dolores O'Riordan Are You Listening the Danny Nedelko fronted Heavy Lungs.2LP £25.99



Dome City Orchestra (The) Dig It! 12 Inch Vinyl 12" £15.99
Don Carlos Pass Me The Lazer Beam Special RSD 2024 pressing of extremely sought after and long out of print heavyweight early 80s Reggae & Dancehall from one of the genre's greatest voices, Don CarlosLP £21.99
Donna Summer Many States Of Independence (140G Transparent Blue vinyl)DONNA SUMMER gained prominence during the 1970's disco era,LP £25.99

Doors (The) Live at Konserthuset, Stockholm, September 20, 1968global popularity, rightly earning the title "Queen Of Disco" and becoming2CD £16.99

Doors (The) Live at Konserthuset, Stockholm, September 20, 1968propelled by her incessant and creative driving force behind the genre's3LP £64.99

Dr John The Atco/Atlantic Singles 1968–1974 one of the most successful recording artists of the entire decade,2LP £29.99

Dr. Alban It's My Life ultimately selling more than 130 million units worldwide10" £15.99

Dream  Syndicate (The) Sketches for the Days of Wine and Roses 1500 pressed worldwide. Unearthed cuts from the early days of cult heroes The Dream Syndicate, pressed to vinyl for the very first time. Demos and rehearsals taped between formation and the recording of their seminal ‘Days Of Wine And Roses’ album, recorded by drummer Dennis Duck, mostly in 1981-82. Lifting the lid on one of the key protagonists of The Paisley Underground and the 80s psychedelic revival. A cathartic and creative outpouring of exciting ideas and tangential grooves. In the words of frontman Steve Wynn, "We're playing music we want to hear because nobody else is doing it." “At any given moment it’s a Can jam, a lysergic Pink Floyd freakout, a psych-rock rave-up, an act of punk aggression, a hoedown.” Pitchfork. Tracklisting: A1 Too Little, Too Late A2  Definitely Clean A3 Is It Rolling, Bob? A4 A Reason A5 Like Mary B1 Outside the Dream Syndicate B2 Last Chance For You B3 Unknown song with lyrics B4 That’s What You Always Say B5 Road Runner B6 InstrumentalLP £23.99
Dub Syndicate Mellow & Colly The one and only Dub Syndicate album mixed by Overton ""Scientist"" Brown is scheduled for the official reissue as expanded limited collectors edition! Originally released as catalogue number Lion & Roots 001 in 1998 on Style Scott's own label, here's the expanded and re-mastered collector's limited edition:The LP-vinyl is now a 180gram heavyweight and has one additional track "Breath Of Fresh Air" which wasn't available on the original LP - plus the insert of a CD in a cardboard sleeve (CD contains 5 bonus tracks not on vinyl)!LP £33.99

Durutti Column (The) Vini Reilly 35thanniversaryeditionof TheDurutti Column’s 1989album‘ViniReilly’onlimitedblackvinylLP £29.99

Dwight Yoakam The Beginning And Then Some: The Albums Of The '80s (4CD)The Dwight Yoakam Rarities Box Set series is a collection of the artist’s early work, packaged neatly in exclusive sets spanning the eighties and early nineties. The 80's Box set includes the prolific singer, songwriter and accomplished musician’s debut album Guitars, Cadillacs, Etc., Etc., alongside his other successful 1980’s releases. Each box set also includes an exclusive full disc of rarities from that decade, curated by the artist himself.4CD £35.99

Dwight Yoakam The Beginning And Then Some: The Albums Of The '80s (4LP)The Dwight Yoakam Rarities Box Set series is a collection of the artist’s early work, packaged neatly in exclusive sets spanning the eighties and early nineties. The 80's Box set includes the prolific singer, songwriter and accomplished musician’s debut album Guitars, Cadillacs, Etc., Etc., alongside his other successful 1980’s releases. Each box set also includes an exclusive full disc of rarities from that decade, curated by the artist himself.4LP £109.99
Earl Hooker There's a Fungus Amung Us vintage Earl Hooker LP, with Robert Crumb sleeve - also included as a poster!LP £28.99

Elaine Brown Seize The Time - Black Panther Party Former Black Panther leader. Originally Released on Vault 1969 LP £26.99

Electrafixion Burned Electrafixion were an alternative rock band, formed by former Echo & the Bunnymen members Ian McCulloch and Will Sergeant in 1994, joined by bass guitarist Leon de Sylva and drummer Tony McGuigan Burned was their debut and only album, long deleted it will be re-issued on black and white vinyl for RSD 2024.LP £34.99

Ellie Dixon In Case Of Emergency ‘In Case of Emergency’ is a collection of four irresistibly uplifting songs with messages to swing back, crush problems, breathe and get back on track. Written, produced and recorded by Ellie Dixon, the EP revolves around self-care, coping strategies and the various methods she personally employs to navigate her own mental well-being. This EP features singles: Swing!, Big Lizard Energy, Dopamine & Bounce – all available on vinyl for the very first time.7" £18.99

Elton John Caribou 2LP set on 180g limited edition sky blue vinyl. Includes original album, plus newly compiled LP of bonus tracks.2LP £33.99

Elvis Presley ELVIS STYLES (COLOURED VINYL) This triple album features no less than fifty-four ELVIS tracks! A unique compilation, never before realized, that is truly exceptional, showcasing the various facets of the artist.3LP set with cloudy effect (Neon Pink, Black, White & Translucent)3LP £46.99

Elvis Presley I'M COUNTING ON THEM: OTIS BLACKWELL & DON ROBERTSON SONGBOOK (SILVER NUGGET VINYL)This album brings together two singer-songwriters, both pianists, who made a remarkable contribution to the work and career of the King.1 Blue vinyl galaxy effect.LP £24.99
Emika Transcended Before Me Feat Horace Andy *Beethoven-esque piano bass stabs, symphonic synth harmony, and in unforgeRable12" £12.99

Emma Bunton A Girl Like Me marching beat and puts hip-hop, trip-hop and techno into a new dimension.LP £27.99

English Teacher Live At The Brudenell Social Club Vinyl of live audio taken form the band's homecoming headline show (in Leeds 2023)Side A 1. Intro (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 2. The World’s Biggest Paving Slab (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 3. Albatross (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 4. A55 (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 5. Mastermind Specialism (Live BrudenellSocial Club)6. You Blister My Paint (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 7. Broken Biscuits (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 8. Nearly Daffodils (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 9. R&B (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 10. Albert Road (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 11. This Could Be Texas (Live at Brudenell Social Club) 12. Good Grief (Live at Brudenell Social Club)LP £20.99
Enny We Go Again First ever pressing of ENNYs AIM Award winning “We Go Again” EP featuring a bonus remix of “Charge It” Featuring Smino. Limited to 1K Units, this will be the only ever pressing of the project12" £23.99

Eric Carr UNFINISHED BUSINESS (RSD 2024 BLUE&PINK VINYL 2LP)Here is the piece that all Kiss fans must have... the posthumous album from drummer Eric Carr (Unfinished Business) ... Reissued for the first time on Double Vinyl with bonus tracks and an exclusive poster... But most notably, with special artwork featuring Eric Carr’s eyes that light up when you touch the box!2LP £42.99

Everything But The Girl At Maida Vale Everything But The Girl’s ‘At Maida Vale EP’ is made up of four tracks recorded in April 2023 at the BBC’s famous Maida Vale Studios - Run A Red Light, Single and When You Mess Up, first broadcast on Gideon Coe’s BBC 6 Music show; and Nothing Left To Lose first heard on Jo Whiley’s BBC Radio 2 show. All the recordings are versions of tracks on the band’s current album, ‘Fuse”, except Single which first appeared on their platinum 1996 album, Walking Wounded. The session was the only live performance that the band did around the release of their new album.Speaking about the EP, Tracey Thorn says: "It was exciting returning to such a famous studio to record these tracks. It was almost 40 years since our first John Peel Session there. The idea was to start by approaching all four as live piano and vocal takes.""Nothing Left To Lose was then left stripped back as a complete contrast to the original," adds Ben Watt, "while for the others we added a few one-take overdubs of synth, guitar, drums and backing vocals to12" £15.99

Faces The Complete BBC Sessions 2LP breakout of BBC sessions for RSD 20242LP £47.99

Fall (The) A Country On The Click (Alternative Version) The Real New Fall Album (Formally Country on the Click) was originally released in 2003 on the Action label and contains the Fall classic Sparta FC and was produced by Grant Showbiz, this translucent orange vinyl contains the original version of the album and reproduces one of the unused covers from the time. This Set as with the other Fall reissues has been compiled in conjunction with Fall Expert Conway Patton and has been mastered by long time engineer Andy Pearce with art by Becky Stewart.LP £27.99
Family Tree (The) We Shall See Him As He Is LP in Picture Sleeve LP £22.99
Family Underground For The Love of you / Everybody Knows 7 inch Vinyl Dinked 7" £14.99

Farm Dogs (The) Last Stand In Open Country First vinyl release of 1996 album from Farm Dogs, a country rock band led by Bernie Taupin (Elton John lyricist). "Last Stand in Open Country" is a lost gem (originally released on the Warner label Discovery in 1996), the kind of music you want to hear as the sun sets, stoke a fire and keep good company with friends and dogs (very much in the vein of Tumbleweed Connection-era Elton John). The band comprises Bernie Taupin on vocals; Jim Cregan on guitars and vocals (Family, Rod Stewart to name just two of his affiliations), Robin Le Mesurier on guitars and dobro (also Rod Stewart), Dennis Tufano on harp and vocals (The Buckinghams) and Tony Brock on drums.2LP £42.99
Fat Generous Night Time Cool Breeze/ Shake Your Body Down7 inch Vinyl In Picture Sleeve7" £14.99

Fatboy Slim Everybody Loves A Remix 6 exclusive to vinyl for the first time remixes of some of Fatboy Slim's greatest hits, including Eat Sleep Rave Repeat (Calvin Harris Remix), Eat Sleep Rave Repeat (Bruno Martini Remix)(never on vinyl before), Weapon of Choice (Kink Remix), Ya Mama (Dance System Remix), Everbody Loves A Remix (Harry Romero Remix) & Rockafeller Skank (Jay Robinson Remix) on a special Zoetrope disc.12" £22.99

Feso Trombone Freedom Train Afrobeat collectors special. Originally released 1984 LP £22.99

Fetty Wap Fetty Wap Fetty Wap rose to popularity after his debut single, “Trap Queen,” featured on this album, reached #2 on the Billboard Hot 100 and helped him secure a deal with 300 Entertainment. He followed that up with two Top 10 hits, “679,” and “My Way,” which are also included on this debut record. This debut on vinyl has been out of print since original release in 2016 and will include additional bonus tracks new to vinyl.2LP £54.99

FFRR FFRR Sampler Vol. 1 (ORIGINALS) Black Vinyl 4 track LP £22.99

Field Music and the NASUWT Riverside BandBinding Time For thisyear’sRecordStoreDay, FieldMusicwill release ‘Binding Time’,asuiteofnewsongsinspiredbytheformationof theDurham Miners’AssociationandperformedwithmusiciansfromtheNASUWT Riversideband.LP £28.99
Fields Of The Nephilim Burning The Fields LP First time on vinyl for over 20 years; first vinyl ever for bonus remixes & demos LP.Limited edition in red vinyl for RSD 2024 (Non-Returnable).LP £32.99

FIZZ Live At Middle Farm Audio currently only available on YouTube in live video series - this would be an exclusive audio releaseLP £21.99
Fleet Foxes Live On Boston Harbour Fleet Foxes' Live On Boston Harbor serves as the live album companionLP £35.99

Fleetwood Mac Rumours to the band's concert broadcast in 2022, marking the autumnal equinoxLP £34.99

Flirtations (The) Still Sounds Like The Flirtations Limited to 1000 copies for RSD 2024. The Flirtations are poised to release ‘Still Sounds Like the Flirtations’ –  their first album of new material in 55 years. They are best known for their 1969 signature song, "Nothing But A Heartache”, off their debut album ‘Sounds Like the Flirtations’. That song spent 14 weeks on Billboard’s Hot 100, and its success saw the group tour with Stevie Wonder, Tom Jones, The Four Tops and The Temptations.  “Nothing But a Heartache” remains an undeniable Northern Soul classic; it has been streamed over 13 million times, and in 2022 was remixed by Tobtok and Oliver Nelson. On their forthcoming album, which was produced, engineered, mixed, and co-written by Ben Rice (Joan Osborne, Valerie June), Earnestine Pearce, Shirley Pearce, and Viola Billups aka Pearly Gates tell the stories of their lives. Drawing inspiration from the churn of personal, social, and political situations that they have lived through over the past five decades, they capture a timeless and well-earned perspect                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          LP £23.99
Flying Burrito Brothers (The) Bluegrass Special: Live in Amsterdam 1972 Formed by departing Byrds Gram Parsons and Chris Hillman in 1968, TheLP £52.99

Fools Garden Lemon Tree 12" £27.99
Fox The Fox Precious Little Diamond (40th Ann.) studio album Shore 12" £29.99
Frank Turner Girl From The Record Shop' // 'All Night Crew'Exclusive 2000 copies pressing of 7" featuring 'Girl From The Record Shop from Frank Turner's upcoming album Undefeated (3rd May) as well as B-Side 'All Night Crew'7" £11.99

Frank Zappa Zappa For President First ever vinyl release of the 2016 CD compilation to coincide with the 2024 US presidential election – red & blue splatter on white vinyl2LP £30.99
Frankie And The Witch Fingers Live At Levitation The Reverberation Appreciation Society are proud to welcome Frankie and the Witch Fingers with the Twelth vinyl release in the Live at LEVITATION series. The release showcases the bands appearance at the festival with their 2022 performance at the legendary Stubbs in Austin TX. Pulling heavily from the latest LP 'Data Doom' & their deep catalog, these recordings are immortalized on beautiful RSD exclusive Splatter vinyl LEVITATION and the LIVE AT LEVITATION Vinyl Series The first Austin Psych Fest was held in March 2008, and expanded to a 3 day event the following year. The event quickly developed into an international destination for psychedelic rock fans, with lineups spanning the fringes of indie rock, from up-and-comers to vintage legends, and capped off with headline performances from co-founders The Black Angels, along with Tame Impala, The Flaming Lips, The Brian Jonestown Massacre, Thee Oh Sees (in various forms) and many more. LEVITATION helped spark a movement, inspiring the creation of similar evenLP £19.99

Frankie Valli & The Four Seasons The Genuine Imitation Life Gazette The Genuine Imitation Life Gazette is a 1969 album by American rock band the Four Seasons. Member Bob Gaudio teamed up with Jake Holmes to create a psychedelic concept album which adjusted the band's stylings to the changing times of the late 1960s. Reissued for RSD 2024LP £43.99

Freddie Gibbs & Madlib Pinata – 10 Year Anniversary Edition Rap/Hip Hop: For RSD, Pinata - 10 year anniversary edition is presented in a green in clear with black & white splatter pressing housed in an exclusive variant cover with a collectable 24” x 24” poster. It’s hard to believe it’s been ten years since Freddie Gibbs was at a low point in his career, in between labels and surfing couches, and Madlib was a skinny, stoned and sampling beatmaker trying to forge his way with his own Madlib Invazion imprint as he divested from the label his music built, Stones ThrowLP £31.99

Fun Boy Three Extended Limited Edition 2LP Eco-Jazz Recycled vinyl.LP £30.99

Future Sound of London ISDN Future Sound of London released ISDN in December 1994, originally with a black cover as a limited release. June 1995 saw an alternative white-covered version released, this had a different track listing on the 4th side of the LP set with new tracks. The music on the album is edited together from various live broadcasts that the duo had transmitted to radio stations all over the world using ISDN networking. At the time ISDN was a relatively new technology that had the bandwidth to carry high-quality digital audio. 2024 Marks the 30th anniversary of this fan-favourite album, to celebrate this the audio from both versions has been amalgamated and sequenced by FSOL. Pressed on clear vinyl with a brand-new front cover, this will also be pressed on 2CD as an RSD exclusive. 2CD £13.99

Future Sound of London ISDN Future Sound of London released ISDN in December 1994, originally with a black cover as a limited release. June 1995 saw an alternative white-covered version released, this had a different track listing on the 4th side of the LP set with new tracks. The music on the album is edited together from various live broadcasts that the duo had transmitted to radio stations all over the world using ISDN networking. At the time ISDN was a relatively new technology that had the bandwidth to carry high-quality digital audio. 2024 Marks the 30th anniversary of this fan-favourite album, to celebrate this the audio from both versions has been amalgamated and sequenced by FSOL. Pressed on clear vinyl with a brand-new front cover, this will also be pressed on 2CD as an RSD exclusive. 2LP £36.99



Future Sound Of London (The) From The Archives Flying Burrito Brothers boasted a staggering wealth of musical talent2LP £35.99

G.B.I. (Grohl, Benante, Ian) The Regulator Cover of Bad Brains' "The Regulator" by Dave Grohl, Scott Ian and Charlie7" £8.99

Gabriels EP Live From London 2023 Benante exclusive for Record Store Day 2024."Anthrax were recording our12" £21.99

Galen & Paul Uno Mas new album at 606 and the Foo's were there rehearsing at the same time12" £17.99

Gandalf Gandalf Limited edition of 1500 for RSD 2024. Cut from the original analog master tapes by Kevin Gray. Includes liner notes & photos by Peter Sando. All Analog Process (AAA). High quality vinyl release. If you’re as obsessed with unfairly unheralded bands as we are, bringing out a proper, well-deserved official re-release to change that course is always an honor. Case in point, Jackpot Records proudly announce GANDALF’s 1969 self-titled release as one of our proudest moments. Working alongside band member Peter Sando from the original master tapes, it is time for the rest of the uninitiated to catch up with this beautifully crafted haunting psych-pop record (fans of THE LEFT BANKE, KALEIDOSCOPE, THE MILLENNIUM, and THE ZOMBIES, take note!). LP £39.99

Garbage Lie To Me 4 brand new unreleased tracks from the highly influential Alternative Rock band Garbage comes as an exclusive for Record Store Day 2024 on limited coloured vinyl. The EP features a stunning cover of This Mortal Coil’s ‘Song To The Siren’ and a brand new remix of their classic hit ‘Bad Boyfriend’ featuring Dave Grohl, as well as 2 more unheard tracks.LP £25.99
Gemma Cullingford Komiza Project, The Exclusively for Record Store Day. Each limited edition record is presented in an individually hand numbered plain white sleeve and comes with a unique 6"x4" photograph taken from the film "Home".12" £17.99

Gene Clark No Other Sessions First timeonvinyl for50thAnniversarycelebrationofGeneClark’s classic1974albumLP £37.99
Gene Clark The Lost Studio Sessions 1964-1982 Packaged in a gatefold sleeve with a color 24-page booklet with album notes and rare photos this 24-track double LP set is extremely rare with limited copies available on Discogs or Amazon as it had a limited release in 2016 from Sierra RecordsLP £52.99

Gentle Waves (The) SWANSONG FOR YOU during their frst half-decade set of incarnations, including The Eagles’LP £33.99

George Harrison Electronic Sound Dark Horse Records and Record Store Day are excited to announce a multi-year partnership to release limited Zoetrope picture disc pressings of George Harrison’s entire studio album catalog. The first two titles in the RSD exclusive series – Wonderwall Music and Electronic Sound - will be available on Record Store Day in April 2024. Limited to 8,000 units globally and exclusive to Record Store Day, each unit is individually numbered in silver foil and includes an insert reproducing the original artwork.LP £25.99

George Harrison Wonderwall Music Dark Horse Records and Record Store Day are excited to announce a multi-year partnership to release limited Zoetrope picture disc pressings of George Harrison’s entire studio album catalog. The first two titles in the RSD exclusive series – Wonderwall Music and Electronic Sound - will be available on Record Store Day in April 2024. Limited to 8,000 units globally and exclusive to Record Store Day, each unit is individually numbered in silver foil and includes an insert reproducing the original artwork.LP £25.99

Ghost-Note Mustard n'Onions 2LP regular weight yellow/orange Eco Mix vinyl in gatefold jacket - Record StoreLP £37.99

Global Comm. Maiden Voyage (30th Ann.) Day exclusive. 12" £29.99

Goat The Gallows Pole: Original Score (plus 7") Following the original, digital only, release of Goat’s score for ‘The Gallows Pole’ TV series, we are now thrilled to announce an expanded, ltd edition vinyl version, which will be released as part of Record Store Day 2024. ‘The Gallows Pole’ is a three-part Element Pictures production, written and directed by Shane Meadows which was aired in the UK on BBC Two and BBC iPlayer. This new vinyl version of the ‘The Gallows Pole: Original Score’ differs from the previous digital release as it now only features the music which was specifically written for the series itself – it doesn’t include the three, previously released back catalogue tracks. Instead, this vinyl edition contains three ‘unused/unreleased’ tracks: ‘Goat Witch’, ‘Timeless Awareness’ and ‘Kampsång (Instrumental)’. These tracks have not, up-to-now, been heard by anyone apart from Shane Meadows himself. The themes and imagery of Benjamin Myers’ source novel are the perfect fit for Goat’s mystical, pagan aesthetic. The story, based in rural 18th centLP £27.99

Golden Earring The Cut Sessions 1st time on vinyl. outtakes, raw mixes, and alternative versions of this landmark album.2LP £35.99

Goldie Lookin Chain Manifesto, The Previously unreleased on vinyl 2003 album from GLC.This was their first non-CDR album to be released. The CD (CD only - there was no vinyl) was put out on their own label before they signed to a major.LP £20.99

Goldie Lookin Chain Mike Balls Boutique RSD24 exclusive. The latest album by Goldie Lookin Chain is all about Mike Balls. One of the unsung heroes of the GLC and still the hardest man in soccer violence. Get to know Mike over the 11 tracks and you gain an understanding of the mind of a Newport badboy who loves his home town but hates tomatoes. Most of the other members make a cameo on the album and with production by RHYS from GLC this is a true UK Hip Hop banger.LP £20.99

Gorillaz Cracker Island (Deluxe) Gorillaz release a special Record Store Day 2024 Deluxe Edition of their chart-topping 2023 album Cracker Island. The one-off release features 6 additional tracks that haven’t been available on physical formats before and exclusive new album artwork by Jamie Hewlett.  Cracker Island (Deluxe Vinyl Edition) is a limited run, pressed on double coloured vinyl (1 x pink disc, 1 x magenta disc) as well as 4 bonus tracks (Side C) and 2 remixes (Side D), plus a double-sided art print by Jamie Hewlett.2LP £44.99

Gotan Project SANTA MARIA (DEL BUEN AYRE) Gotan Project's 10" vinyl for "Santa Maria (Del Buen Ayre)," first pressed in April 2001 under Ya Basta Records, features the brilliant mix of traditional tango with electronic vibes. This song, now a Gotan Project essential and their biggest hit, has gathered over 150 million streams worldwide. On the B-side, "Chunga’s Revenge" is a cover of Frank Zappa10" £21.99

Grapefruit Around Grapefruit Includes a Lennon and McCartney prod "Lullaby" / Apple Sessions LP £24.99

Grateful Dead Nightfall Of Diamonds For the first time on vinyl, we will be releasing NIGHTFALL OF DIAMONDS, newly mastered on 4LP, 180-gram black vinyl, with an 8th-side etching and TBD Premium Jacket. Limited Edition Status TBC This live album recorded on Bob Weir’s birthday, was from the final night of a 5-Night Run at the Meadowlands on October 16,1989 and, originally released as a 2CD set in 2001.4LP £94.99

Greg Foat & Gigi Masin THE FISH FACTORY SESSIONS (RSD24 - TRANSLUCENT SKY BLUE VINYL)Pressed on translucent sky blue vinyl housed in an untreated card sleeve with spot varnish.Fresh off the heels of their critically acclaimed collaboration album, Dolphin, UK jazz metro Greg Foat and Venetian electronic luminary Gigi Masin join forces once again for The Fish Factory Sessions, an exclusive release for Record Store Day 2024LP £24.99

Groove Armada White Light Unavailable since 2010. White with black splatter 2LP. Pairs with 2023's sold out black light splatter disc2LP £31.99

Groundhogs (The) Black Diamond Bernie Leadon, and pedal steel titan “Sneaky” Pete KleinowLP £23.99

Half Japanese Our Solar System 1000 copies pressed. 40th anniversary edition of ‘Our Solar System’, Jad and David Fair's third studio album as Half Japanese. Originally released in 1984, ‘Our Solar System’ is a wild and chaotic outsider take on the history of pop music. Including their suitably avant-garde renditions of The 13th Floor Elevators’ ‘You’re Gonna Miss Me’, The Velvet Underground’s ‘European Son’, Buddy Holly’s ‘Because I Love You’ which is preceded by their own ‘Girl Athletes’ powered by a reverbed Bo Diddley rhythm.  A bravura performance of detuned excitement, 40 minutes of beautiful at times frantic disorder. Filled with guitar and sax arm wrestling and bizarre sidesteps including a fuzzy take on Grieg’s ‘Hall Of The Mountain King’ which devolves into the standard ‘Louie Louie’ plus a jittering version of Bobby Lord’s ‘Did You Miss Me’. “A prime example of lo-fi garage exuberance full of romance, confidence, and verve.” AllMusic. Tracklisting: A1 Dance When I Say Dance A2 Girl Athletes A3 Because I Love You A4 Danger Danger�෯�Ⱞ틵篣�ぼ뭹ꧽ 㴋杩搅�괌蕲閶辀쯣ύਰᛒ㣒ʋ⑺ 埗㞻㈴䟄 墎녌ꀤꄎ 咜궍쒤桵ꓣ빴↕彊仱䚪졖椷 鹾更♙ᐻ�뢡瘅믬隸泿陗 厳�烚ա鄏挋 茁㗼⒳ʂ첿妰Ɠŏ閽嗦曛饂쒻櫧ⲑ鍛�蛹쑪愰ᚍ懱ࢲ嶳䘓ꍉ檞 ㌄䭚몷፟檂뇩  ླྀ 혾⚁㎐ॻ滦顕鯐뻘 ꃒ훿돳 ?   䭐Ѓ    !泇뾕ǘ ͠   汸眯牯扫潯�浸豬嵓�ᐰ齽ﾴ㱠鸤糖
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Harmonia Musik von Harmonia (anniversary edition) Celebrating the 50th anniversary of the first Harmonia record ‘Musik von Harmonia’, Grönland are releasing this limited edition RSD 2024 exclusive 2LP, containing the original album and a second vinyl with reworks by Matthew Herbert, Stuart Braithwaite, David Pajo, James Holden and many more.LP £31.99

Hawkwind Live Seventy-Nine A clear vinyl Record Store Day edition of this classic live album newly remastered from the first-generation master tapes. Originally released in 1980, the album saw Hawkwind storm the UK charts and spawned the hit single “Shot Down in the Night”, along with the first appearance of the classic “Motorway City” on vinyl.LP £27.99

Hayseed Dixie Let There Be Rockgrass 1000 LPs pressed for RSD. 20th Anniversary Release, and first time ever on vinyl LP, of Hayseed Dixie’s "Let There Be Rockgrass” album. This is the original manifesto that started the entire Rockgrass genre. Containing many of the band’s best known songs, “Let There Be Rockgrass” sold more than 100,000 CD copies in Europe alone in its year of original release. Never previously available in the USA. This vinyl LP edition is cut at 45rpm and spread across 2 12” LPs for the highest possible sound quality. Track listing: 1 Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap (Live) 2 Fat Bottom Girls 3  Whole Lotta Rosie 4 You Shook Me All Night Long (Live) 5 I Believe In A Thing Called Love 6 Ace Of Spades 7 Detroit Rock City 8 Corn Liquor 9 Feel Like Making Love 10 Walk This Way 11 Touch Too Much 12 Centerfold 13 I'm Keeping Your Poop 14 Highway To Hell (Live) 15 Will The Circle Be Unbroken (Live).2LP £28.99

Held By Trees Solace (Expanded Version) Talk Talk veterans. Original LP with bonus disc of alternatives 2LP £31.99

Herman Kelly & Life Dance To The Drummer's Beat For the first time ever, original disco version and the Jim Burgess remix are now on 12”12" £24.99

Herman's Hermits Only Last Night Unreleased gem – an inaugural demo recording10" £19.99

Hives (The) Black and White Album 12-inch pink vinyl. LP £27.99

Hives (The) Lex Hives and A Midsummer Hives Dream - Live In New York 2012For the frst-time ever, this essential piece of Hives history is available to own onLP £31.99

Holly Humberstone Into Your Room (with MUNA) Re-imagined version of Holly's hit single, ‘Into Your Room’, featuring MUNA. Available on purple 7" vinyl.7" £10.99

Hooveriii Quest for Blood The QUEST FOR BLOOD is on! Hooveriii’s drum machine debut originally released on cassette tape in 2014. The origins of the band begin in a garage in El Segundo, CA as a pure solo outlet. All tracks performed by Bert Hoover with just a bass, guitar, Casio, Kent drum machine and a Tascam 414. Blown out, noisy, garage rock. On vinyl for the first time ever, Includes new liner notes and album art by Callum Rooney. Remixed by mark rains and mastered by Mikey Young.LP £18.99

Horace Andy & Sly and Robbie LIVIN´ IT UP In early 2006, TABOU1 producer Guillaume Bougard booked Harry J Studio for a week to record 12 new songs by Horace Andy following the highly successful Mek It Bun released a couple of years before To back such a legendary artist, TABOU1 asked Sly & Robbie and the Revolutionaries (Channel One studio band in the late 70's) to work the "old school" way: all musicians would play live, together and in one take, as opposed to recording their parts separately as is now done in modern musicLP £26.99

Horse The Band A NATURAL DEATH (2LP RSD 2024) Horse The Band are releasing their A Natural Death album on vinyl for the first time ever - just for RSD 2024!!!2LP £28.99

Howlin' Wolf Live in Europe (Bremen, 1964) 60th Anniv.  rare concert recording - part of the famous American Folk-Blues TourLP £26.99

Ian Hunter Ian Hunter Defiance Part 2: Fiction A 2-LP follow up from the successful 2023 "Defiance" album from rock legend Ian Hunter. Yet another stacked featured guest lineup, including Johnny Depp, Lucinda Williams, Brian May, and Jeff Beck's final recordings, to list a few.2LP £33.99

Iggy & The Stooges LIVE AT LOKERSE FEESTEN 2005 (TURQUOISE VINYL)In 2005, Iggy Pop and The Stooges performed a series of concerts around the world to mark their comeback after a long period of inactivity. This reunion was highly anticipated by the band’s fans, and the concerts during that time were praised for their raw energy and intensity. Single vinyl (blue/green).LP £29.99

Ipanemas (The) Samba Is Our Gift Far Out Recordings kicks off its 30th anniversary celebrations with theLP £29.99

J.V.C. F.O.R.C.E. Strong Island 7 inch Vinyl In B Boy Records Sleeve7" £15.99

Jack Adkins American Sunset LP in Picture Sleeve LP £22.99

Jamiroquai Live At BBC Maida Vale Neon Green x6 trk LP Vinyl. Recorded @ Maida Vale in 2006.LP £19.99

Jane Weaver Quantify / Deep Perelle 1000 copies worldwide. Two unreleased studio cuttings from the sessions that spawned Jane Weaver’s symphonic space pop opus ‘Love In Constant Spectacle’, produced by John Parish. Featuring ‘Quantify’ a Krautrock-powered vision driven at high speed through a synthetic backdrop littered with analogue synths and pulsing guitars7" £13.99

Japanese House (The) ITEIAD Sessions long awaited frst ever vinyl pressing of The Ipanemas's Samba is Our Gift12" £18.99

Jeff Buckley & Gary Lucas Songs To No One ThisRecordStoreDayeditionisthefirst timethe albumhasbeenavailableonvinyl in20plusyears andthefirsttimeitwillbeavailableoncolourvinylLP £31.99

Jeremy Gluck with Nikki Sudden & Rowland S HowardI Knew Buffalo Bill Reissue of the classic 1987 LP by former Barracudas vocalist, Jeremy Gluck in collaboration with Nikki Sudden (Swell Maps + Jacobites) & Rowland S Howard (The Birthday Party + These Immortal Souls) with contributions from Jeffrey Lee Pierce (The Gun Club) and Epic Soundtracks (Swell Maps + Crime & The City Solution). The original LP track 'Hymn' has been removed (Jeremy never liked the vocal) and replaced with a different sounding reprise of the opening track 'Looking For a Place To Fall' at the end of side one, making it feel like a suite. New liner notes by Jeremy Gluck. LP £21.99

Jessie Ware Tough Love 10th anniversary 10th anFollowing on from Record Store Day 2022’s ecstatically received 10th anniversary deluxe of her debut album ‘Devotion’, 2014’s ‘Tough Love’ by Jessie Ware – one of the hottest stars on the planet right now – gets the same treatment for 2024 with this lovingly curated 2LP set of the original album plus bonus tracks… all pressed on solid white 140-gram vinyl. After her Mercury Prize and Brit Best Newcomer nominations in the wake of ‘Devotion’, Jessie Ware explored new sonic soundscapes and music collaborators for its follow up. Still with its roots in the London urban tradition that characterized her previous work, ‘Tough Love’ expanded Jessie’s palette with collaborators and songwriting partners that included Miguel, Benny Blanco and Sam Dew. Meanwhile, Ed Sheeran, Sam Smith and The XX’s Romy all made appearances on the album. From the resulting rich mix came four classic singles – ‘Tough Love’, ‘Say You Love Me’, ‘You & I (Forever)’ and ‘Champagne Kisses’. For this limited-edition 2LP 2024 release the o2LP £36.99

Jimmy Castor Bunch (The) It's Just Begun/ Troglodyte - originally released in 2006, the album combined Afro- Brazilian- bossa7" £14.99

Joe Pesci Little Joe Sure Can Sing! (Hand-Numbered, Remastered Clear with Orange Swirl Vinyl Edition)Remastered for vinyl by Mike Milchner at Sonic Vision Mastering, our Real GoneLP £38.99



Joe Strummer & The Mescaleros Rock Art and the X-Ray Style 2LP £28.99

John Lennon Mind Games reissue comes in clear with orange swirl vinyl pressing limited to 2000 hand-12" £26.99

John Lennon Mind Games numbered copies, exclusive to Record Store Day.12" £26.99

Johnnie Mae Matthews I Have No Choice/ That’s When it Hurts 7 inch Vinyl In Picture Sleeve7" £14.99

Johnny Marr Marr's Guitars Signed By Johnny Marr & This book is a special RSD 2024 edition signed by Johnny Marr Book £44.99

Joseph Cotton New Fashion Way A collection of 14 solid tunes, from legendary deejay toaster Joseph Cotton aka Jah Walton, who has had number one hits on the UK and Jamaican charts.LP £22.99

Josephine Foster and the Victor Herrero BandAnda Jaleo 1000 copies worldwide. Originally released in 2010, now re-issued on vinyl. A live recording of “Las Canciones”; a visceral celebration of the persistence of popular anonymous song based on the work of legendary socialist poet Federico García Lorca, a Granada born literary pioneer. Featuring songs from his 1931 collection of mysteriously beautiful flamenco tunes. A poetically rich collection created by Foster and Herrero for their acoustic band, formed while living in the Grenadine Sierra. “Foster’s vocals, met by husband Herrero’s frantic and raw gypsy-band orchestration, demonstrates the sense of urgency in the music’s message well and carries ‘Anda Jaleo’ to an elevated state.” The Line Of Best Fit // “The alt-folk fixture returns to more traditional material.” Pitchfork. Tracklisting: A1 Los Cuatro Muleros A2 Los Pelegrinitos A3 Las Morillas De Jaén A4 Anda Jaleo A5 Las Tres Hojas B1 Los Mozos De Monleón B2 Sevillanas Del Siglo B3 Los Reyes De La Baraja B4 El Café De Chinitas B5 Zorongo B6 Nana De SevillaLP £23.99

Josephine Foster and the Victor Herrero BandPerlas 1000 copies worldwide. Originally released in 2011, now re-issued on vinyl. Their follow up to the acclaimed ‘Anda Jaleo’.  A document of Josephine Foster's magical partnership with Victor Herrero breathing new life into timeless traditional melodies, drawing from the Spanish-folk traditions of Castile, the Basque, Santander and the Costa Brava. ‘Perlas’ is debonair, contemporary and redolent of that old seductive charge.” The Wire. Elemental themes of love bind the collection together, with a melancholy joy that casts a shadow of desire and loss. “The alt-folk fixture returns to more traditional material.” Pitchfork. Tracklisting: A1 Puerto De Santa Maria A2 Sangre Colorada A3 Cuando Vienes Del Monte A4 Cuatro Pinos A5 Peregrino B6 Dame Esa Flor B7 En Esta Larga Ausencia B8 Abenámar B9 Perlas B10 Brillante EstrellaLP £23.99

Josh Wink Higher State Of Conciousness Erol Alkan remixRemixes and edits of a cult classic featuring Erol Alkan, Kink, Damian Lazarus and the original Tweekin Funk Acid Mix (all currently unavailable on vinyl)12" £25.99

Jowe Head The Other Side Of The Forest (Original Movie Sountrack)Original Movie Soundtrack to Grant McPhee's film 'The Other Side Of The Forest’ (AKA Lori and the Six Sixties) by Jowe Head (Swell Maps/TV Personalities). Original Score by Jowe Head, featuring vocal performances by the film's star Lori Stott on Psychic TV's 'Godstar', Marianne Faithfull's 'As Tears Go By', the Velvet Underground's 'Sunday Morning', Francoise Hardy's 'Tous les Garcons' and Strawberry Switchblade's 'Since Yesterday'. Also includes a previously unreleased Swell Maps track 'Elegia'. LP £21.99

Kaiser Chiefs Kaiser Chiefs' Easy Eighth Album SPECIAL PICTURE DISC EDITION EXCLUSIVELY FOR RSD 2024LP £23.99

Karen Harding Take Me Somewhere A true labour of love that's been a decade in the making, the record features Karen's triple platinum selling UK Top 10 smash "Say Something" (produced by MNEK), a track that quickly established her as one of the most sought- after voices in dance music.LP £26.99

Kate Bush Eat The Music (RSD Edition) Karen's triple platinum selling UK Top 10 smash "Say Something" (produced by10" £22.99

Kate Nash Back At School b/w Space Odyssey 2001 (Demo)English singer/songwriter Kate Nash launched her career with piano-7" £12.99

Katy J Pearson Katy J Pearson & Friends Presents Songs From The Wicker Mandriven pop songs and cheeky lyrics that were delivered in a distinctive12" £25.99

Keane Live at Paradiso, Amsterdam (29/11/2004) 2LP £36.99

Kenny Dorham This Is The Moment: Sings And Plays London accent LP £32.99

Kim Wilde SPECIAL DISCO MIXES (TRANSLUCENT RED VINYL 2LP) (RSD 2024)‘Special Disco Mixes’ is an irresistible remix album featuring 12” versions of ten of Kim’s classic singles, specially extended and reinvented in the spirit of the 80s. Channelling vibes of electro, disco, synth-wave and Hi-NRG, this double LP is beautifully packaged in era-authentic gatefold artwork with stunning photography.2LP £40.99

King Kong REPATRIATION In 2018, King Kong and Irie Ites joined forces to release a reggae masterpiece that brought King Kong back to the forefront of reggae artists internationally. the vanguard of international reggae artists. The critically acclaimed "Repatriation" album features 12 original tracks. The critically acclaimed "Repatriation" album features 12 original tracks and boasts a dream team of legendary musicians, including Roots Radics, Mafia & Fluxy, Sly & Robbie, Dwight Pinkney, Bongo Herman, Russ D and NaramLP £26.99

Kirsty MacColl Titanic Days To mark Recordstore Day 2024 Universal Music Recordings are making Kirsty MacColl’s 1994 album ‘Titanic Days’ available as an LP for the very first time, on limited edition green vinyl. Originally released on CD in the US and Australia at the tail end of 1993, Kirsty’s fourth studio album made its UK debut on Trevor Horn’s ZTT label the following February. According to the excellent kirstymaccoll.com website a catalogue number was allocated for a vinyl version but it never saw the light of day. Depending on her mood, Kirsty would describe ‘Titanic Days’ as either her “sad divorce album” or “a fantastic record”, and whilst there are obvious signs of poignancy in the sharp-as-ever lyrics, her second more upbeat view reflects a collection of skillfully crafted songs that have stood the test of time. Seven of the twelve tracks were written by Kirsty with Mark E. Nevin, then recovering from “the rollercoaster ride that is pop success” – his band Fairground Attraction had a No. 1 single in May 1988, though by the tLP £27.99

Kristin Hersh Hips and Makers KristinHersh’s celebrated debut album ‘Hips & Makers’ isgettingafirst-everreissueonRSD24to coincidewithits30thanniversaryLP £37.99

Kristin Hersh The Clear Pond Road Sessions 1000 copies pressed. Never released stripped back versions from Kristin Hersh's stunning 2023 album ‘Clear Pond Road’, pressed on white vinyl. The ‘Clear Pond Sessions’ are a cinematic road trip complete with additional strings; a series of personal vignettes from a fiercely independent auteur, a life-affirming statement and another piece of the Hersh jigsaw. An elegant piece of personal reportage, a home movie caught in time, being prepared for the big screen by this indie cult icon. "Deliciously dark and yet full of an elegant lightness, this is Hersh at the top of her considerable game." Uncut // “Few artists understand the intensity of living one’s art like Hersh” The Guardian. Tracklisting: A1 Dandelion A2 Eyeshine A3 Constant Street B1 Ms Haha B2 Palmetto B3 Reflections on the Motive Power of FireLP £23.99

Kula Shaker Natural Magick SPECIAL PICTURE DISC EDITION FOR RSD 2024LP £23.99

La Roux Trouble In Paradise For Record Store Day 2024, to celebrate the 10th Anniversary of La Roux’s second album ‘Trouble in Paradise’ will be a limited-edition remaster of the album on splatter colour 140g vinyl. The album was remastered at Abbey Road studios and features the singles “Uptight Downtown” and “Kiss and Not Tell”. ‘Trouble in Paradise’ debuted at number six on the UK Albums Chart and at number 20 on the Billboard 200 in the United States, where it also became La Roux’s first album to top the Dance / Electronic Albums chart.LP £30.99

Ladytron Light & Magic Originally released in 2002 by Emperor Norton Records and re-released by Nettwerk in 2011, Liverpool electropoppers Ladytron's second studio album "Light & Magic" was written and co-produced in Los Angeles by the band & Mickey Petralia and featured the underground hits "Seventeen","Blue Jeans" and "Evil"LP £31.99

Lamont Dozier The New Lamont Dozier Album - Love and Beauty 50th Anniversary (140g Blue marble vinyl)Demon Records are proud to present Love and Beauty 50 th Anniversary2LP £34.99

Larry Heard Presents V/A Rebirth 10 Selected by Larry Heard 2LP £28.99

Laufey A Night At The Symphony Deluxe Edition for RSD20242LP £22.99

Leaf Hound Grower Of Mushrooms LP £30.99

Lee "Scratch" Perry Skanking With The Upsetter Blue Jeans and "Evil"LP £25.99

Lemonheads (The) The Hotel Sessions grooves with classic vocal samba: a step back in time to 1960s Rio deLP £23.99

Lightning Seeds All I Want / Pure 35th anniversary x4 trk EP on Yellow Vinyl.LP £19.99

Lil Peep Star Shopping This project is a vinyl rendering of Gus's fan favorite, Star Shopping, created in his bedroom at the age of 18 in the summer of 2015. Listeners will hear the original version on side A, and an exceptional performance of the song performed live in concert in Belgium in the spring of 2017 on side B. The vinyl will be 7 inches and will have unique design as well as packaging--with the original album art as the front cover. Insert/inside/possible gatefold may include images of the artist at the time he created the song as well as images from his computer/cell phone.7" £14.99

Lil Uzi Vert Luv Is Rage Luv Is Rage is the second commercial mixtape released by Uzi and features Young Thug and Wiz Khalifa as guest artists. It helped raise his profile and led to signing with Atlantic Records. 7AM spent a total of ten weeks on the Bubbling Under R&B/Hip-Hop Singles chart, peaking at number five on August 6, 2016. The mixtape was received positively and was featured on numerous music blogs such as The Fader, XXL, and Vibe. Uzi was called a "breakout artist of 2015" by HotNewHipHop.LP £37.99

Lily Allen It's Not Me, It's You Celebrate 15 years of Lily Allen's chart-topping album, "It's Not Me, It's You," with a mesmerizing Zoetrope pressing. Relive the magic of hit singles like "The Fear," "Not Fair," and "22" with a captivating twist. As the Zoetrope comes to life, witness the visual narrative unfold in sync with the infectious beats and razor-sharp lyrics that made these tracks timeless classics.LP £27.99

Liminanas & David Menke (The) Heureux Gagnants (OST) LP £23.99

Linda Ronstadt The Asylum Albums (1973-1978) 4 LP box set 4LP £109.99

Little Richard Right Now! Newly restored and remastered, the updated artwork contains new liner notes from Bill Dahl With this reissue, Right Now! can belatedly assume its proper place in the seminal recorded legacy of Little Richard. –Bill Dahl (from his liner notes) After his incredible run on Specialty Records in the late 1950s, Little Richard released records sporadically throughout the 1960s for a number of established, and not so established, labels. His signing to Warner Bros. in 1970 proved a comeback with three stellar releases for the label: The Rill Thing (1970), The King Of Rock And Roll (1971), and The Second Coming (1972). Those three releases, along with 1986’s Lifetime Friend were expanded and reissued by Omnivore Recordings in 2021. in 1973, he returned with a new single,” In The Name,” on Kent Records. Then, an album appeared on a Kent subsidiary, United Records: Right Now! Right Now!, its genesis, and recording are relatively mysterious. Per Richard’s autobiography, the set was cut in one night with Robert “Bumps” BLP £21.99

London Grammar The Remixes Double Green LP Vinyl, x16 trk remix album. 2LP £35.99

Lora Logic Pedigree Charm [Deluxe] Limited Edition - 'Mutant Disco' - Florescent Green & Pink Splatter Vinyl (500 only). X-Ray Spex co-founder and saxophonist, Lora Logic’s debut Rough Trade Records solo album - deluxe edition, including bonus tracks and exclusive BBC ‘John Peel Session’. Overlooked on release in 1982 when Punk became Funk, Essential Logic creator and X-Ray Spex co-founder Lora Logic's debut solo album retains her signature bouncing sax lines and vocal acrobatics but weaves an esoteric web of mutant disco, jazz and the very left-field of pop which sounds uncannily like now. Featuring the abstract swing of This Heat legend Charles Hayward on drums and clipped funk guitars from Phil Legg, songs like "Wonderful Offer" and "Brute Fury" share a DNA with New York noise merchants like Bush Tetras and James Chance but also Talking Heads with its sideways take on world music, the playful experimental innocence of contemporaries The Raincoats and the zesty funk of A Certain Ratio. Indeed, this punk-funk can be found in the latter generaڄ෯�Ⱞ틵篣�ぼ뭹ꧽ 㴋杩搅�괌蕲閶辀쯣ύਰᛒ㣒ʋ⑺ 埗㞻㈴䟄 墎녌ꀤꄎ 咜궍쒤桵ꓣ빴↕彊仱䚪졖椷 鹾更♙ᐻ�뢡瘅믬隸泿陗 厳�烚ա鄏挋 茁㗼⒳ʂ첿妰Ɠŏ閽嗦曛饂쒻櫧ⲑ鍛�蛹쑪愰ᚍ懱ࢲ嶳䘓ꍉ檞 ㌄䭚몷፟檂뇩  ླྀ 혾⚁㎐ॻ滦顕鯐뻘 ꃒ훿돳 ?   䭐Ѓ    !泇뾕ǘ ͠   汸眯牯扫潯�浸豬嵓�ᐰ齽ﾴ㱠鸤糖
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Ꜻ ᵦ��ꗃ줆�䎭퐉걮ⴲ뻜Ῥ쓾딈鯸恌 누ꋜ䠑ᛆ䓼2LP £30.99

Lordi Bend Over and Pray the Lord 1st Studio Album. 1st time on vinyl2LP £44.99

Loveless (The) Elected/Don't Bring Me Down Janeiro 7" £15.99

Lowell George Thanks, I'll Eat It Here (Deluxe Edition) 45th anniversary of cult classic solo album from Little Feat founder Lowell George, released weeks before his untimely death in 1979. Includes original album cut AAA from original master tape and bonus album including previously unreleased alternate versions and outtakes from recording sessions.2LP £59.99

Ludovico Einaudi Live At The Royal Albert Hall This beautiful recording of Ludovico Einaudi’s The Royal Albert Hall Concert is being pressed on limited edition red vinyl for the very first time. Best known for his beautiful piano music, Einaudi has been influenced by many genres includingpop, rock, and more which have been beautifully crafted into his work. Originally released in 2010 to commemorate Einaudi’s beautiful performance, this live album has become a favourite amongst fans and shows of his vast repertoire.3LP £57.99

Lulu James Bond - The Man With The Golden Gun Picture DiscThis exclusive RSD 12" Picture Disc features the iconic 'Bond' imagery, which has been licensed directly from Danjaq, LLC and Metro Goldwyn Mayer Studios, Inc., in association with EON Productions and carries the ofcial '007' copyright credits and notices.LP £27.99

Madchild Lawn Mower Man (10 Year Anniversary) To commemorate over 10 years since its release, Suburban Noize Records isLP £33.99

Madness Embarrassment proud to present a limited edition colorway exclusively for RSD 2024.12" £23.99

Maisie Peters The Good Witch (Deluxe) credits and notices. LP £31.99

Mal Waldron & Steve Lacy The Mighty Warriors - Live in Antwerp Deluxe limited-edition 180g 2-LP set - gatefold sleeve - 16 page LP sizeLP £48.99

Mal-One Listen Up Punk !’ Punk Art Poetry, Spoken Word Albumbooklet, all tracks previously unreleased, remastered audio transferredLP £16.99

Mansun Little Kix LIMITED EDITION RSD 2024 180GRAM CLEAR VINYL OF MANSUN'S 3RD & LAST STUDIO ALBUMLP £23.99

Manu Dibango MANU 76 LP £26.99



Marc Bolan & T. Rex Zinc Alloy (50th Anniversary Zoetrope Picture Disc)The only album credited to Marc Bolan & T Rex and released in MarchLP £27.99

Marianne Faithfull Faithful Forever 1974, 'Zinc Alloy' was the last T Rex album to be produced by TonyLP £27.99

Mark Knopfler The Boy Visconti , and features the autobiographical hit single Teenage Dream"12" £18.99

Matching Mole Matching Mole [Expanded Edition] First time on vinyl for the 2012 expanded CD edition2LP £38.99

Mavis Staples Have A Little Faith (DELUXE EDITION) Alligator is proud to release this landmark album on vinyl for a 20thLP £37.99

Maximum Joy Why Can't We Live Together (Clear Vinyl) Anniversary Edition with a reminiscence letter by Mavis, expanded LP £22.99

Melys Bbc Sessions Vol 1 (John Peel Sessions & artwork, and remastered 2LPs on Silver Vinyl at 45RPM for the bestLP £21.99

Members (The) Greetings From Knowhere With 'Greetings From Knowhere', the eighth studio album by The Members, JC Carroll, Chris Payne and Nigel Bennett with drummer Nick Cash have made something fantastic. What sets The Members apart is a refusal to roll out the obligatory cliches and a willingness to push the envelope with challenging songwriting and innovative instrumental ideas.LP £26.99

Men (The) Manhattan Fire ‘Manhattan Fire’ is a collection of demos from prolific Brooklyn outfit The Men, revealing early versions of the tracks that would go on to make up their 2023 LP ‘New York City’ – described by Pitchfork as “an unpretentious garage-punk racket […] summoning the snottiest ghosts of the city’s punk past.” Recorded in mono and with a drum machine by founding members Mark Perro and Nick Chiericozzi over lockdown in late 2020 – before being shelved for the full-band, live-to-tape affair of the final LP – ‘Manhattan Fire’ shows a new side to those songs that's even more primitive and rough around the edges, as well as previously unheard tracks that never made it onto the album. Released as part of Record Store Day 2024, it arrives on 180g ultra-clear vinyl, limited to 500 hand-numbered copies. Track-list: 1) Anyway I Find You 2) Eternal Recurrence 3) Eye 4) God Bless The USA 5) Hard Livin’ 6) Peace Of Mind 7) I See the Light 8) Long Black Rider 9) Manhattan Fire 10) River Flows 11) Roll Me Up 12) Round The Corner 13LP £18.99

Michael Gray The Weekend 7 inch Blue Vinyl In Picture Sleeve7" £15.99

Michael Schenker Group (The) MSG (2024 Remaster) Expanded 2LP edition of the sophomore MSG album and the secondLP £30.99

Midge Ure The Gift [Early Versions] This RSD Edition includes a previously unreleased early version of the 1985 singleLP £24.99

Mike Oldfield Hergest Ridge 50th Anniversary 'Call of The Wild', exclusive to this release.LP £27.99

Mike Welch Renovations Remastered 2024 LP With Printed Inners & Picture SleeveLP £22.99

Miles Kane Miles Kane & The Evils Miles Kane & The Evils is a four track RSD exclusive released on physical format only. Limited to 500 copies this colour vinyl lets fans explore Miles' passion for 60's sounding surf rock instrumentals. Recorded with long term collaborators Sunglasses For Jaws. Quote from Miles “Surf guitar has been a passion of mine since day one hearing dick dale for the first as a kid in pulp fiction blew my mind I connected with the sound immediately. Even going back further as a kid hearing the Batman theme, the pink panther theme and James Bond I was obsessed I would listen over and over to those theme songs! When I was a teenager I heard Link Wray for the first time and it changed my life I was like that is the guitarist I wanna be-twang-whammy bar-reverb-tremolo! That has been my guitar sound on every album I’ve made from the little flames to the rascals to the puppets and my solo albums! This surf mini album is me having my guitar front and centre imagining I’m in a cool badass Tarantino film”10" £17.99

Militarie Gun Life Under The Sun 5-song stripped-back EP featuring guest appearances from Manchester Orchestra, Bully, and Mannequin Pussy.10" £24.99

Monty Python Live At Drury Lane 50th Anniversary For Recordstore Day 2024 Universal Music Recordings and Virgin Records will be celebrating the 50th anniversary of the album ‘Monty Python Live At Drury Lane’. Inspired by Terry Gilliam’s unmistakable animations and graphics, the original artwork was created by Kate Hepburn (who later created visuals for Pink Floyd, and the Rolling Stones) and has been adapted for a first release on picture disc by Darren Evans and Holly Gilliam, who were also responsible for 2019 ‘Life Of Brian’ RSD release.Following the success of four studio albums – ‘Monty Python’s Flying Circus’ (1970), ‘Another Monty Python Record’ (1971), ‘Monty Python’s Previous Record’ (1972), and ‘The Monty Python Matching Tie and Handkerchief’ (1973) – ‘Monty Python Live At Drury Lane’ was recorded in March 1974 on the last night of a sell-out four week-run at the London theatre. It peaked at No. 19 on the UK album chart that July, where it nestled between Marvin Hamlisch’s soundtrack to The Sting, and the debut album from Bad Company.The album feaLP £30.99

Morcheeba B-Sides & Beats Beats & B-sides was an 8 track companion piece to the bands Who Can You Trust album in 1998. Released for RSD 2024 on Green VinylLP £34.99

Morrissey & Siouxsie Interlude Interlude" is a 1968 song written and composed by Georges Delerue and Hal Shaper and originally performed by American soul singer Timi Yuro. It is the title track for the 1968 film of the same name. In 1994, the song was covered in a duet by Morrissey and Siouxsie Sioux and released as a single in August of that year by EMI. It was presented under the banner of "Morrissey & Siouxsie".12" £23.99

Motley Crue Supersonic and Demonic Relics Never Before On Vinyl! 25th anniversary release of rarities collection featuring non-album tracks, b-sides & live.LP £28.99

Motorhead Remorse? No! 40th anniversary celebration of 1984's classic Motorhead compilation No Remorse .This redux version on limited edition silver colour double vinyl with new sleeve notes, contains an alternative tracklisting to the original, using demos, alt and live versions of the original tracks many of which are available on vinyl for the first time.2LP £32.99

Motorpsycho SMALL BOATS Motorpsycho has been an ongoing concern for nigh on 35 years, starting out in 1989 just as alternative rock 2CD £9.99

Mr. Big The Big Finish - Lean Into It Live (RSD Black Red Splatter LP)This is a limited-numbered edition Black and Red Splatter color 180g Vinyl LP release of a new, live album of Mr Big's farewell performance at the Budokan, Japan, in 2023, where the band played their million-selling "Lean Into It" album in its entiretyLP £37.99

Mudhoney Suck You Dry: The Reprise Years RSD limited exclusive release. Band’s Reprise albums collected on wax for the first time, includes live tracks, B-Sides and unreleased demos all making their debut on vinyl, band just released a new album, “Plastic Eternity” and constantly tour. Steve Turner’s new book, “Mudride” just came out in June. First North American pressing of their Reprise debut: Piece Of Cake.5LP £139.99

Nat King Cole LIVE AT THE BLUE NOTE CHICAGO Incredibly rare, never-before-heard, live performances from Nat's 19532CD £34.99

Nat King Cole LIVE AT THE BLUE NOTE CHICAGO Incredibly rare, never-before-heard, live performances from Nat's 19532LP £54.99

Near Jazz Experience feat. Mike Garson Character Actor EP 12" £17.99

Neil Young & Crazy Horse F*#!IN UP Blue Note Chicago ResidencyLP £43.99

Nerina Pallot Love Will Tear Us Apart Exclusive for Record Store Day 2024, this new compilation gathers together B-LP £14.99

Nico AT THE LIVE INN, TOKYO '86 (CRYSTAL CLEAR GREEN VINYL)sides from the 'Fires' era, including a cover of Joy Division's 'Love Will Tear UsLP £29.99

Nightmares on Wax Carboot Soul 2LP £42.99

Noah Kahan I Was/I Am Apart' which was notably featured on the soundtrack for hit TV series 'NormalLP £27.99

Noel Gallagher's High Flying Birds Magic Secrets #2 People'. 7" £9.99

Norman Connors She's Gone/ Mr C 7 inch Vinyl Dinked 7" £14.99

Northside Chicken Rhythms Numbered, limited edition on yellow vinylLP £29.99

Notorious B.I.G. (The) Ready To Die: The Instrumentals LP £28.99

Oceansize Home & Minor THE CULT OUTFIT RETURN WITH A LIMITED TO A THOUSAND RECORDLP £23.99

Offspring (The) Splinter following Schenker's departure from UFOLP £31.99

Oh Wonder Oh Wonder 2LP £30.99

Olafur Arnalds ...AND THEY HAVE ESCAPED THE WEIGHT OF DARKNESS (RSD 24 REISSUE)RSD 2024 brings a special re-release of Ólafur Arnalds second full-length album “...And They Have Escaped The Weight Of Darkness”LP £30.99

Olivia Dean Live At The Jazz Café Following her critically acclaimed, Mercury-nominated, debut album ‘Messy’ released earlier this year, Olivia Dean returns with a limited edition vinyl featuring live audio from her performance at London’s Jazz Café. Step inside a magical show from one of UK pop’s most original and versatile voices, featuring performances of The Hardest Part and Be My Boyfriend. This is a hot ticket not to be missed.12" £23.99

Olivia Rodrigo & Noah Kahan Olivia Rodrigo “Stick Season”/Noah Kahan Recorded live from the BBC Radio 1 Live Lounge: Olivia Rodrigo covers Noah Kahan’s breakout hit “Stick Season”, while Kahan delivers his stunning rendition of “Lacy” from Rodrigo’s sophomore album GUTS. Available on 7inch coloured vinyl exclusively via Record Store Day. 7" £12.99

OMD BAUHAUS STAIRCASE INSTRUMENTALS Following their LP £24.99

OMD Junk Culture Companion Celebrating the 40th Anniversary of Junk Culture; the fifth studio album and one of OMD’s most successful and acclaimed records. This limited edition 2LP on blue and purple vinyl consists of the 15 bonus tracks featured on disc 2 of the 2015 deluxe edition, previously only made available on CD. Featuring the B-sides, ‘The Avenue’, ‘Wrappup’, the re-recorded version of ‘Julia’s Song’, as well as 12” versions of original album tracks ‘Locomotion’, ‘Tesla Girls’ and ‘Talking Loud And Clear’. Also includes three of the Highland Studios Demos which are new to vinyl. To be cut at half speed on 180g vinyl by Miles Showell at Abbey Road Studios.2LP £36.99

Orb (The) The Holloway Brooch (An Ambient Excursion Beyond The Orboretum) A new collection of mixes from the pioneers of Ambient House, The Orb. Curated and mixed by Alex Paterson and Michael Rendall. ‘Baraka’ and ‘Exoplanet Ross 128B’ are new recordings by The Orb, making their debut on ‘Holloway Brooch’. ’Baghdad Batteries (Ambient Mix)’ is a new mix of the title track of The Orb’s 2010 album, ‘Pervitin (Empire Culling & The Hemlock Stone Version)‘ is taken from the 2020 album ‘Abolition Of The Royal Familia’.‘Plateau (All Hands On Deck Mix 2AM)’ is a new edit of a recording that appeared on the 2008 reissue of ‘Orbus Terrarum’. This is the first time it has been on vinyl. ‘Prism’ is the title track of The Orb’s most recent studio album, released in 2023. The album title was inspired by the brooch designed by Sylvia Pankhurst, and awarded to members of the Women's Social and Political Union who were incarcerated in London’s Holloway Prison for ‘militant’ suffragette activity. It features new artwork designed by long time Orb collaborator Mike Coles, and will be available as a limLP £22.99

Orbital Orbital Red&Greensplattervinyl.LP £44.99

Other Two (The) Tasty Fish Remix EP Side project from Gillian & Stephen of New Order - Remixes TBC12" £23.99

Outsiders Calling On Youth Demos & Early Songs (Red Vinyl) 1977 post punk and the first time on vinyl LP £24.99

Paramore RE: This Is Why (Remix Album) Re: This Is Why is a new version of the record which includes 12 tracks – 11 tracks are reimagined versions of songs from the original This Is Why record, created by influences and collaborators of Paramore The reimagined record features collaborations from: Foals  Remi Wolf Romy Wet Leg Zane Lowe The Linda Lindas Panda Bear DOMi & JD BECK Claud Julien Baker Bartees Strange It also includes a previously unreleased demo from ParamoreLP £53.99

Paramore RE: This is Why (Remix Album) RSD 2024. Re: This Is Why is a new version of the record which includes 12 tracksLP £36.99

Parliament Osmium Deluxe Edition (140G Green vinyl) Demon Records are proud to present Osmium Deluxe the frst recordings2LP £31.99

Pat Thomas Featuring Lalo Schifrin Desafinado credited to the funk rock ensemble Parliament FunkadelicLP £21.99



Patrick Prins Le Voie Soleil 12 inch Blue Vinyl In Picture Sleeve12" £15.99

Paul Weller TBC Taken from Paul Weller's upcoming seventeenth studio album. Available on transparent red 7" vinyl.7" £11.99

Pearl Jam Dark Matter RSD Exclsuive Colour Variant of new albumLP £39.99

Pete Wylie & The Mighty WAH! Heart As Big As Liverpool (Heart-Shaped 7) Presented here is a Record Store Day exclusive Heart-Shaped 7" of this anthem as a vinyl single for the frst time. This edition featuresPete's brand new radically edited and remixed 2024 version of the song with a brand new vocal by Pete, as well as the long edit Teach Yself WAH! version.7" £14.99

Peter Murphy Peter Live-Volume 1-Covers as a vinyl single for the frst time. This edition featuresPete's brand new radicallyLP £39.99

Pharoah Sanders HARVEST TIME (収穫時期  - RADIO EDIT) / LOVE WILL FIND A WAY (ラヴ・ウィル・ファインド・ア・ウェイ- RADIO EDIT)edited and 7" £19.99

Pixies Live From Red Rocks 2005 (140G Orange marble vinyl)This recording has never previously been available on vinyl and it's now pressed2LP £34.99

Prefab Sprout Lions In My Garden on orange marble 140g vinyl.LP £19.99

Prince Buster Back To Where It All Began - The Blue Beat YearsPRINCE BUSTER - BACK TO WHERE IT ALL BEGAN - THE BLUE BEAT YEARS features 24 classic Blue Beat tracks from the legend that is Prince Buster all originally released on The Blue Blue Label including Enjoy It (Enjoy Yourself), Madness, Al Capone, One Step Beyond, Judge Dread, (Judge Four Hundred Years), Rough Rider and more, all tracks are remastered from the original releases and presented on 2 x 12" vinyl discs with printed inner sleeves, exclusive sleeve notes and packaging.2LP £28.99

Prince Far I Cry Tuff Chants On U Aspecial compilationput together tocelebrate40yearsof the iconicOn-USound label, this limitededition2LPpullsvariousguest appearances the legendaryand much-missedJamaicanMCPrinceFar Imadewithearly1980sOn-Uhouseband SingersAndPlayers,aswellassomealternateversionsanddeepcutsfor thetrue dubreggaeheads.LP £34.99

Propaganda Die 1000 Augen des Dr. Mabuse (Volume After the incredible chart success last year of Propaganda’s ‘The Heart Is Strange’, and its accompanying Record Store Day release of rarities, UMR / ZTT are celebrating 40 years since Propaganda’s landmark 1984 single ‘Dr. Mabuse’.To mark the occasion comes this coloured vinyl Record Store Day mini-album, created around the rarities in the ZTT vaults. Gathering together tracks that are rare or previously unreleased on vinyl, as well as being many long-deleted on CD, this 8-track wonder showcases a plethora of different interpretations of one of the mid-‘80s landmark electronic pop songs. Highlights include: ‘The Last Word’, previously only on CD versions of ‘A Secret Wish’; the 10-minute DJ Promo version ’Das Testament des Dr, Mabuse’, also never released on vinyl; the heavily industrial ‘Im Stahlnetz Des Mabuse’ and the limited 1984 12” version of Das Testament Des Dr Mabuse (13th Life Mix)’.LP £27.99

Public Enemy REVOLVERLUTION TOUR 2003 (3LP) Explore the intensity of Public Enemy’s Revolverlution Tour with the triple live album from their 2003 concert at Nightclub The Metro. This triple album is a window into Public Enemy’s cultural impact, an unforgettable auditory experience for fans of conscious hip-hop and music collectors. Triple black vinyl.3LP £40.99

Public Image Limited End Of World The cassette plays PiLtones... The last 3 critically acclaimed PiL albums on cassette for the first time… 'This is PiL' first released in 2012, and the first PiL album in 20 years, followed by 2015's 'What The World Needs Now...'. Completed by last years 'End of World'. The cassettes were the last project that legendary PiL manager John Rambo Stevens worked on before his sad passing in December 2023. Released on the band's own PiL Official Limited label, via Cargo RecordsMC £16.99

Public Image Limited This Is Pil The cassette plays PiLtones... The last 3 critically acclaimed PiL albums on cassette for the first time… 'This is PiL' first released in 2012, and the first PiL album in 20 years, followed by 2015's 'What The World Needs Now...'. Completed by last years 'End of World'. The cassettes were the last project that legendary PiL manager John Rambo Stevens worked on before his sad passing in December 2023. Released on the band's own PiL Official Limited label, via Cargo RecordsMC £16.99

Public Image Limited What The World Needs Now The cassette plays PiLtones... The last 3 critically acclaimed PiL albums on cassette for the first time… 'This is PiL' first released in 2012, and the first PiL album in 20 years, followed by 2015's 'What The World Needs Now...'. Completed by last years 'End of World'. The cassettes were the last project that legendary PiL manager John Rambo Stevens worked on before his sad passing in December 2023. Released on the band's own PiL Official Limited label, via Cargo RecordsMC £16.99

Public Service Broadcasting Gagarin Red vinyl 7” single. Limited to 1000 copies. Ten years on from its original release as the lead single ahead of 2015's The Race For Space, Public Service Broadcasting's ode to the first man in space makes an appearance on 7". Backed by the instrumental version, Gagarin is now finally available to buy on a physical format for the first time. A side - Gagarin B side Gagarin (Instrumental).7" £11.99

Pulp Intro The Gift Recordings This collection, originally released in October 1993, just prior to the band’s Island debut, includes all the singles Pulp recorded for Gift Records, including both the A- and B-sides. From the opening track, Space, Pulp’s confidence and talent for creating terrific pop singles – is in evidence. Songs such as U., Razzamatazz and Babies showcase their signature sound – tight pop melodies and a theatrical approach that echoes the art rock of Roxy Music and David Bowie, but with their unique twist.The compilation includes the original single mix version of Babies, released in 1992, and slightly different from the 1994 version available on the album His ‘n’ Hers. Sheffield: Sex City, a three-part story, features a spoken vocal contribution from keyboardist Candida Doyle (one of the rare times her voice is audible on a Pulp song) reciting a selection from the book My Secret Garden by Nancy FridayRelease as an exclusive RSD blue vinyl limited edition, Remastered at Abbey Road, Long out of printLP £27.99

Quantum DOWN THE MOUNTAINSIDE (RSD 2024) (DARK GREEN VINYL)Exclusive colour for Record Store Day 2024!- Limited to 500 copies worldwide,180gr Dark Green VinylLP £31.99

Queen Cool Cat More than four decades after it first appeared on their Hot Space album - QUEEN are releasing 1982’s “Cool Cat” on limited edition 7″ pink vinyl. Making its debut as an A-side - this marks the seventh single to be taken from the album. The B-side will be a brand-new previously-unreleased instrumental mix of the song. Cool Cat was co-written by bassist John Deacon and singer Freddie Mercury, and features a rare falsetto lead vocal performance from the flamboyant front man.7" £13.99

Queen Latifah Nature of a Sista' With her debut album, All Hail The Queen, Queen Latifah asserted thatLP £24.99

Ramones The 1975 Sire Demos (Demos) women would not be hip-hop novelties and established herself as one ofLP £34.99

Ras Alleh Heaven Is My Roof LP £24.99

Replacements (The) Not Ready for Prime Time: Live at the Cabaret Metro, Chicago, IL, January 11, 1986First time on vinyl; breakout of live material from Tim (Let It Bleed Edition) featuring the original lineup performing in January 1986 the week of their infamous performance on Saturday Night Live (hence the title).2LP £43.99

Residents (The) LEFTOVERS AGAIN!? AGAIN!?!?! Here it is! Volume 2, following on from the hugely popular 2021 original. LEFTOVERS AGAIN!? AGAIN!?!?! features a treasure-trove of exclusive and completely unreleased material spanning the fan favourite years 1977-1985 Including previously unknown alternate versions of the classics 'Hello Skinny', 'Semolina', 'Santa Dog '78' and 'Diskomo'. Also featuring a side of lost Mole Trilogy era material. Released on highly unusual black vinyl.LP £27.99

Richmond Fontaine Post To Wire (20th Anniversary Edition) Deluxe 2LP 20th anniversary album edition with bonus live disc on Curacao Transparent Colour vinyl in a Gatefold sleeve, hype sticker.2LP £29.99

Richmond Fontaine Winnemucca Deluxe Edition of Richmond Fontaine's 2002 album Winnemucca with a bonus track recorded for the album but never on the original CD release.Red Gold colour vinyl in deluxe Gatefold sleeve with hype sticker.LP £23.99

Ringo Starr Crooked Boy EP Written and Produced by Songwriter’s Hall Of Famer Linda Perry, “Crooked Boy” features four brand-new tracks from Ringo Starr with his trademark vocals and legendary drumming. The EP also includes compelling guitar performances on every song from Nick Valensi of The Strokes. Available exclusively at participating Record Store Day retailers on black and white marble custom vinyl.12" £24.99

Roches (The) The Roches (45th Anniversary Ruby Red Vinyl)Put simply, there ain't no album like The Roches' 1979 debut, and for its 45thLP £46.99

Roger Waters The Dark Side Of The Moon Redux Released in the year of the 50th Anniversary of the original album, The Dark Side Of The Moon Redux, is Roger Waters homage to the masterpiece he created with Pink Floyd in 1973. Waters says of the album: ""Dave, Rick, Nick, and I were so young when we made [the original], and when you look at the world around us, clearly the message hasn't stuck. That's why I started to consider what the wisdom of an 80 year old could bring to a reimagined version"". This is a limited edition 1LP picture disc of the album that will be individually numbered in a die-cut sleeve. Limited to 3500 copies worldwideLP £33.99

Rolling Stones (The) Live At Racket, NYC anniversary (and frst U.S. LP reissue in over 25 years), we're pressing it in rubyLP £27.99

Rolling Stones (The) Rolling Stones red vinyl. Exclusive for Record Store Day!LP £27.99

Royal Trux Royal Trux 1000 copies worldwide. Deluxe freshly remastered edition of Royal Trux’s seminal debut album, originally released on their own Royal Records label in 1988. Fierce and uncompromising, this long overdue re-issue comes with rejuvenated artwork and brand-new liner notes.LP £25.99

Schoolly D Saturday Night! The Album £31.99

Scott Walker Tilt (half speed master) With original vinyl copies fetching at least £100 second hand, Scott Walker’s 1995 avant-garde masterpiece ‘Tilt’ gets a welcome reissue for Record Store Day 2024 on 140gram vinyl. Originally conceived as the first in a trilogy that went on to include ‘The Drift’ (2006) and ‘Bish Bosch’ (2012), ‘Tilt’’s atmospheric soundscapes and trance-like percussion combined with influences from as far afield as industrial music and traditional classical ‘lieder’ works. Throughout, Scott’s unmistakable baritone enhances an overall work of haunting beauty. In a recent reappraisal of the album’s charms, Pitchfork wrote: “Scarily, maddeningly good. It is like an old mansion full of haunted arcana: revolving bookcases, secret rooms, a golden pouf to perch on sipping ancient ‘eau de vie’. Even the easiest pleasures, like the stained-glass daybreak in “Bouncer See Bouncer,” arise from such obscure surroundings their beauty is always sudden, a second too quick for your defenses.” For this 2024 Record Store Day limited edition re2LP £36.99

Sex Pistols The Filth & the Fury OST Back in the year 2000, Julien Temple directed this account of Punk pioneers the Sex Pistols short but hugely influential initial career. The soundtrack – a mix of their classic tracks, rarities and a sprinkling of diverse artists from the Bay City Rollers and Sailor to Tappa Zukie and The Who – was only ever available on CD, making this its vinyl debut.Uncluttered by the other artists tracks, the OST spread across 2 slices of red and white vinyl includes sing along family favourites Liar, Anarchy In The UK and No Fun alongside lesser known but no less essential cuts Don’t Give Me No Lip, Road Runner and What’cha Gonna Do About It. The latter cover of The Small Faces classic comes complete with amended lyrics reflecting the spirit of the times. Ltd edition and numbered to 3k units.LP £39.99

Shed Seven Changed Giver 2024 marks the 30th anniversary of our debut album 'Change Giver'! To mark the occasion, we've taken a trip down memory lane and revisited the entire album, giving it a stripped-back, unplugged vibe that we think sounds amazing. We've poured our hearts into re-recording these songs, rediscovering the magic of the songs that started it all. It's been a fantastic journey, and we've fallen in love with them all over again.LP £22.99

Shelly Manne Jazz From The Pacific Northwest This hand-numbered, limited-edition, double-LP set was transferred fromLP £52.99

Sia Colour The Small One the original tape reels and is pressed on 180-gram vinyl - The deluxeLP £44.99

Sinead O'Connor You Made Me The Thief Of Your Heart - package includes an extensive 16-page booklet with essays by renowned12" £27.99

Siouxsie & the Banshees Nocturne archival producer Zev Feldman and label owner/producer/musician Cory2LP £36.99

Sister Rosetta Tharpe Live in France: The 1966 Concert In Limoges Weeds, plus passages from Tim Jackson of the Monterey Jazz Festival,LP £59.99

Sisters of Mercy (The) Body and Soul / Walk Away The 40th anniversary of The Sisters Of Mercy's first two EPs from 1984, packaged together as one LP.12" £34.99

Sizzla KALONJI Charlie Puzzo Jr from the Penthouse, and engineer/radio host Jim Wilke;2LP £35.99

Sleater-Kinney This Time / Here Today 7" Single interviews from musicians Jim Keltner, Peter Erskine, Ruth Price, Bill7" £12.99

Slits (The) In The Beginning The first time on vinyl for the complete 15-track album.Limited edition in blue vinyl for RSD 2024. Three exclusive songs. Guest vocals by Nina Hagen and Neneh Cherry.LP £30.99

Slum Village Detroit Deli (A Taste Of Detroit) Holman and Joe LaBarbera; and rare photos and memorabiliaLP £31.99

Soft Cell Non Stop Extended Cabaret One of the elements of December 2023’s rapturously received deluxe 6CD box set of Soft Cell’s stone cold 1981 electro pop classic, ‘Non-Stop Erotic Cabaret’, was the inclusion of the entire original album presented as extended 12” versions. Now released on vinyl for Record Store Day 2024, ‘Non-Stop Extended…’ features contemporary full-length versions of the tracks, many of which have never been on vinyl before.The debut album from Marc Almond and Dave Ball AKA Soft is truly an icon of electronic music. Not only did ‘Non-Stop Erotic Cabaret’ introduce the world to classic singles ‘Tainted Love’ (one of the biggest global hits of all time) ‘Bedsitter’ and ‘Say Hello Wave Goodbye’, it also shocked and delighted in equal measure with a 10-track song cycle straight outta the seedier, sleazier, darker side of life. ‘Sex Dwarf’, ‘Frustration’, ‘My Secret Life’, ‘Seedy Films’… four decades on, it still has the power to thrill, shock and swoon. Created by Soft Cell’s Dave Ball using only the original studio parts (th2LP £36.99

Sonic Youth Hits Are For Squares First pressing since 2010, never pressed on coloured vinyl previously – gold nugget vinyl + jacket art with gold foilLP £40.99

Sonny Rollins Freedom Weaver: The 1959 European Tour RecordingFreedom Weaver: The 1959 European Tour Recordings’ is the first official release of the 'Saxophone Colossus' Sonny Rollins’ European tour in 1959 with bassist Henry Grimes, and drummersPeteLaRoca, KennyClarkeandJoe HarrisLP £89.99

Sophie Ellis-Bextor Remixes Record Store Day 2024 presents a celebration of Sophie Ellis-Bextor’s catalogue, a new compilation of remixes of the top singles from her first three studio albums Read My Lips, Shoot From The Hip and Trip The Light Fantastic. Featuring remix versions of smash hits, ‘Murder On The Dancefloor’, ‘Get Over You’ and ‘Take Me Home’, all complied from CD and LP singles and promo singles between the years of 2001 to 2006. Housed in a single sleeve with a printed inner on limited edition blue glitter vinyl.LP £27.99

Sorrow SLEEP NOW FOREVER First time to be released on vinyl, this long out of print CD only album is remastered by Mikey Young2LP £31.99

Soundtrack Airplane! The Soundtrack (Random Opaque Red or Opaque White Vinyl)First-time vinyl release of the classic 1980 Airplane! soundtrack score by,Oscar-winning composer Elmer BersteinLP £44.99



Soundtrack L’Arcangelo Soundtrack 1969 score, a samba, bossa Hammond fiesta!! 30x30cm insertLP £28.99

Soundtrack Lost In Translation (Music From The Motion Picture Soundtrack)Lost In Translation (Music from the Motion Picture Soundtrack) was the soundtrack to Sofia Coppola’s Academy Award winning movie of the same name including Kevin Shields, Air, Death in Vegas, My Bloody Valentine Squarepusher and The Jesus and Mary Chain. This deluxe edition includes a bonus LP curated by original supervisor Brian Reitzell featuring additional tracks included in the film (but not on the original soundtrack) from Peaches, The Chemical Brothers and more as well as the karaoke tracks from the famous scene in the film.2LP £39.99

Soundtrack Stingray This new EP has been put together from the original audio for Record Store Day 20247" £17.99

Soundtrack The Rocky Horror Show ( original Richard O'Brien demos) Extraordinary first vinyl release of Richard O'Brien's original demo recordings!! GatefoldLP £28.99

Soundtrack UFO Highlights of Barry Gray's score for the Gerry Anderson drama!!7" £17.99

Soundtrack (Ennio Morricone) Allonsanfan Soundtrack Expanded from the 1979 original, bonus tracks first time on vinyl. 30x30cm insertLP £28.99

Soundtrack (Ennio Morricone) Come imparai ad amare le donne SoundtrackExpanded from the 1966 original, bonus tracks first time on vinyl. 30x30cm insertLP £28.99

Soundtrack (Ennio Morricone) Sacco e Vanzetti Soundtrack First re-issue since 1971.  30x30cm insertLP £28.99

Soundtrack (Ennio Morricone) Storie di vita e malavita CAM SUGAR is proud to release for the first time ever on vinyl the complete soundtrack of Carlo Lizzani's masterpiece, 'Storie di vita e malavita' (1975).The stories evoked by the title are based on the real investigation carried out in Milan a few months before the filming by journalist Maria Rusconi, whose aim was to investigate and denounce underage prostitution. Morricone comments on the crude news stories staged by Lizzani with a theme that immediately assaults the listener, through its stubborn and edgy progression. The title track immediately echoes the tones of 'Indagine su un cittadino al di sopra di ogni sospetto' (1970, Elio Petri), combining the grotesque with a hallucinatory and impactful timbral and orchestral violence. There are also flashes of bossa, dark marches and jazz-funk colourations typical of the 1970s crime genre. All tracks, with the exception of the track already included in the 'Morricone Segreto' compilation (‘Vita e malavita’), are unreleased in any format.LP £30.99

Soundtrack (Goblin / Gianni Dell'Orso) Virus Soundtrack For decades, never officially released, this is the first vinyl edition everLP £28.99

Soundtracks & Head Daga Daga Daga Previously unreleased LP by two former Swell Maps, Epic Soundtracks & Jowe Head from 1981. A classic 12" single, 'Rain Rain Rain' b/w 'Ghost Town' was released by Rough Trade in 1981, but the duo ran out of funds to mix the LP, which has now been mixed by Jowe Head from the recently rediscovered original master tapesLP £21.99

South Park South Park The 25th Anniversary Concert Mercury Studios is releasing a 3LP of the South Park 25th Anniversary Concert for Record Store Day 2024. This concert was recorded over two nights on August 9 and 10, 2022 at Red Rocks Amphitheatre in Morrison, Colorado and features performances from South Park creators Matt Stone & Trey Parker, along with Primus and Ween. Also included is a special performance of “Closer To The Heart” with Geddy Lee and Alex Lifeson from Rush in their first public performance together since Rush retired from touring in 2015. The 3LP package is pressed on “Towelie-blue” vinyl and is numbered up to 5500 copies.Please be advised that Record Store Day will be making an official announcement of the titles in early 2024, so please keep this info confidential until we have word on the announce date from them. The canvass for this title will begin in the next couple days.SynopsisCelebrating 25 years of the animated sitcom South Park at the famed Red Rocks Amphitheatre in Morrison, Colorado, this 3LP package, pressed on “Towelie-Blue3LP £49.99

Space Lady (The) THE SPACE LADY'S OTHER HITS Originally released as a bonus compact disc to the original The Space Lady's Greatest Hits CD, "Other Hits"LP £22.99

Spoonfed Hybrid Spoonfed Hybrid For its30thanniversary, 4ADaregiving it theexpanded treatment, re-releasing the albumwith a bonus disc of singles,demosandraritiesLP £40.99

SRC SRC Limited edition of 1500 Exclusive for RSD 2024. Black Vinyl. 1968 Debut S/T LP Hailing from Detroit. Cut from the original analog master tapes by Kevin Gray. Over the Top Psychedelic Fuzz Guitar Masterpiece. All Analog Process (AAA). High Quality Black Vinyl Release. SRC was born out of a smashing up of two of Detroit’s brightest bands, THE FUGITIVES & THE CHOSEN FEW (which also featured future STOOGES Ron Asheton). LP £40.99

Steel Pulse Handsworth Revolution Special 2 LP version of this roots reggae classic, featuring 9 extra tracks and enhanced artwork2LP £40.99

Steps Deeper Shade Of Blue The Remixes (Zoetrope Picture Disc)Making their debut appearance at Record Store Day, available on vinyl forLP £27.99

Steven Wilson Harmonic Divergence the frst time an exclusive bespoke collection of remixes to celebrate theLP £23.99

Suede Autofiction: Live iconic single and fan favourite 'Deeper Shade Of Blue'LP £28.99

Sun Ra At The Showcase - Live In Chicago 1977 Sun Ra ‘At The Showcase: Live In Chicago’ containspreviouslyunissuedliverecordingsof the legendary intergalactic composer/pianist SunRa captured live at JoeSegal's Jazz Showcase in Chicago, ILbetweenNovember4-10,1977LP £59.99

Sun Ra INSIDE THE LIGHT WORLD: SUN RA MEETS THE OVCThis extraordinary 2LP £35.99

Suns Od Arqa Wadada Magic (Transparent Turquoise Vinyl) Special guests from Prince Far I and Prince Hammer LP £24.99

Super Furry Animals Fuzzy Logic (B-Sides & Besides) Curated by the band themselves this album includes a collection of rare B-Sides taken from their classic album ‘Fuzzy Logic’. Including the rebellious anthem 'The Man Don’t Give A F-ck,' the whimsical 'Don’t Be A Fool, Billy!,' and the anticipatory rhythms of 'Waiting To Happen.’ Plus, many more on bottle green vinyl.LP £25.99

Supergrass Kiss Of Life Is 20 Limited edition 10" colour vinyl, 6 track EP. 20th anniversary of the original single, released in March 2004 and specially recorded for the Supergrass Is 10 compilation. Contains the original single, B-Sides and rare bonus tracks.10" £20.99

Superior Elevation Giving You Love/ Sassy Lady 7 inch Vinyl In Selector Series Sleeve7" £14.99

Sylvia Telles Princess Of Bossa Nova! Amor De Gente 27 track double LP. Disc 1 Red colour vinyl, Disc 2 Blue colour vinyl. Deluxe double colour vinyl LP in a Gatefold sleeve. Sylvia Telles was a Brazilian jazz Samba and Bossa Nova singer and composer of the 1950s and 1960s, considered one of the major artists of Bossa Nova and MPB.Most of her original recordings are out of print.2LP £29.99

Talking Heads Live On Tour Previously unreleased in full, this celebrated live performance recorded live in 1977 for WCOZ that originally appeared on "The Name of This Band Is Talking Heads" is available as a 2LP collection. Cut at 45rpm and featuring fourteen tracks (seven are previously unheard from the original two-track tapes) recorded at Northern Studios on November 17, 1977, this blistering performances includes "Psycho Killer", "Pulled Up", "Uh-Oh, Love Comes to Town", "A Clean Break (Let's Work)" and more.2LP £40.99

Team Sleep Team Sleep Team Sleep features Chino Moreno from Deftones, plus Todd Wilkinson and CrookOne. This self-titled release is their only album, originally released in 2005 and includes the single "Ever (Foreign Flag)." An expanded version of the album is now being released on vinyl for the first time. Pressed for Record Store Day 2024 on gold vinyl with two unreleased outtakes: Â“LetÂ’s GoÂ” featuring Mary Timony and Â“Kool AideÂ” featuring Mike Patton of Faith No More. Not previously released on vinyl.2LP £54.99

Telescopes (The) Editions Exclusive 9 track collection for Glass Modern & RSD of rare singles tracks plus 3 Tracks that originally appeared on Various Artists compilation albums from the early to mid-2000's. Includes a version of Nick Drake's 'Black Eyed Dog'LP £21.99

Telescopes (The) Growing Eyes Becoming String Remixes White 7" vinyl + Limited to 500 hand-numbered copies In February 2024 long-standing UK noise-rock pioneers The Telescopes release their sixteenth studio album 'Growing Eyes Becoming String', recorded between the Brian Jonestown Massacre studio in Berlin and with early Telescopes producer Richard Formby in Leeds back in 2013. Succumbing to a hard-drive crash, the recordings were assumed lost for years before being recovered and finished by The Telescopes' Stephen Lawrie over lockdown. This Record Store Day 7" arrives hot off the back of the album with two explosive, speaker-rattling remixes by Brooklyn’s A Place To Bury Strangers and Milan/London experimental group Throw Down Bones. On this special release, the 'What You Love' and '(In The) Hidden Fields' singles are reimagined by two bands undoubtedly influenced by The Telescopes' decades-long experiments with noise and drone. It arrives on a white 7”, limited to 500 hand-numbered copies. Track-list: 1) What You Love (A Place To Bury Strangers Remix) 2) (In T7" £9.99

Television Live At The Academy Nyc 12.4.92 Deluxe double live album from the reformed Television in 1992. Colour vinyl. Only ever released on a highly sought-after CDR.2LP £33.99

Temples Sun Structures A brand newdouble-vinyl edition (2LP coloured vinyl editionwithmirr-board sleeve) of Temples’Top10,criticallyacclaimeddebutalbum'SunStructures' isbeingreleasedforRecord StoreDay,2024LP £38.99

Thin Lizzy Live at Hammersmith 16/11/1976 and oddities that have never before featured on one comprehensive format.2LP £36.99

This Is the Kit Live at Minack Theatre Demon Music Group are proud to present the frst unison collection of US and UKLP £26.99

Todd Rundgren Todd Yardbirds B sides. 2LP £46.99

Tom Grennan What Ifs & Maybes Gatefold, Tri-Coloured & Marbled LP Vinyl. Signed insert.LP £30.99

Tom Jones It's Not Unusual Sir Tom Jones UK No.1 single It’s Not Unusual, first released in 1965, is an international megahit. Written by Les Reed and Gordon Mills, the song also made waves in the US reaching No. 10 in the charts paving the way for Sir Tom’s global success. Released for the first time on 7” vinyl since 1965, this limited edition amber record is key to any fans collection7" £14.99
Tom Tom Club Genius Of Love 2001 Remixes Originally released in 1981, “Genuis of Love” is the Tom Tom Club’s timeless classic track that’s been sampled by such artists as Mariah Carey, Grandmaster Flash &amp; The Furious Five, 2 Pac, Public Enemy, Busta Rhymes, Redman, Ice Cube and most recently, Latto.  The song was written and performed by Talking Heads founders Chris Frantz and Tina Weymouth.  These 9 remixes were originally released as a bonus disc on their “Genuis of Live” CD and were never available on vinyl.  Features creative and inventive mixes from Money Mark, Mexican Institute of Sound, Señor Coconut and other leading names of the Latin electronica world.  The limited-edition RSD exclusive LP will be pressed on blue marble vinylLP £17.99
Trashcan Sinatras Wild Pendulum Silver vinyl "The sixth full-length release for the Scottish indie pop band was produced by Bright Eyes' Mike MogisLP £21.99
Travis Biggs Solar Funk (140G 'Solar Speckle' marbled translucent vinyl)Travis Bigg's frst album, released in 1976 was called Challenge InitiallyLP £25.99

Tricky Angels With Dirty Faces pressed on independent Detroit imprint TB&C enterprises, the record had2LP £36.99
Two Lone Swordsment STILL MY WORLD First time ever release on vinyl format. 180 GRAM BLACK VINYL. After The Sabres of Paradise split in 1995 LP £26.99

U2 Atomic City - Live from Sphere for local radio play.Three years after the release of Challenge, Source10" £13.99

UB40 UB45 Records picked up on Biggs' underrated talents, a multi instrumentalistLP £24.99

Ufo Lights Out In Tokyo - Live and synth merchant whose list of instrumental credits on this release2LP £34.99
UK Subs UK Subversives (The Fall Out Singles Collection) LP £29.99
Ultramagnetic Mc's The Ultra's Live At the Brixton Acadamy numbers 14 from harp to clavinetLP £33.99

Ultravox Steven Wilson 12 Remixes Two tracks Remixed by Steven from the box set are included here, along with 2 previously unreleased 12" remixes, exclusive to this release.LP £14.99
Universe City Can You Get Down/ Serious 12 inch Vinyl Picture Sleeve12" £15.99

Unwritten Law Blue Room (30 Year Anniversary) Blue Room is the debut album from the San Diego-based pop punk band Unwritten Law, originally released in 1994  It was the band's frst full-length album that would help establish their presence in the prolifc San Diego music scene of the early 1990s. 30 years later, Suburban Noize Records is releasing it on vinyl, exclusively for RSD 2024.LP £33.99

Various Artists 300% DYNAMITE! Ska, Soul, Rocksteady, Funk and Dub in JamaicaSpecial new25thanniversaryeditionof thismostpopularand highly-acclaimedof all Soul JazzRecords' Dynamite! series 300%Dynamiteisjam-packedwithreggaetunesthatcrossed over tobecomedancefloor hitsandare100%guaranteed to rockanyparty.LP £33.99

Various Artists A Tribute To NEU! Andso,TheNational pull backandreveal the latent colours, rhythmic potentials andmental freeways of ‘ImGluck’. Fink honours the beautiful, lapping waterscape of ‘Weissensee’. Mogwai andManManacknowledge the roadmuch travelled laidby ‘Super’. AlexisTaylor’s ‘4+1=5’, enhancesRother´s melancholiaon‘WaveMother’whileStephenMorrisandGabe Gurnsey’sremixof ‘Hallogallo’ isacid-tipped,machinic,dripping withrobotsweat.YannTiersen’sremixof ‘LieberHonig’plunges deepdownintothewatersatopwhichitoriginallyfloated, Idles tear up ‘Negativland’ insideout, exposes and rearranges its tangledwiresandworkings.FinallyGuerillaToss’s ‘ZumHerz’ andTheyHateChange’s versionof ‘After Eight’ aresalutes fromabandwhosememberswereunborn inNEU!’sheyday. NEU!, für immer.NEU!foreverLP £31.99



Various Artists Andy Smith's Northern Soul Essentials Northern Soul hand-picked by DJ Andy Smith - of Portishead and “The Document”  fame.LP £26.99

Various Artists Blue Note Re:Imagined Bue Note Re:imagined was first released in 2020 featuring fresh takes on music from the illustrious Blue Note Records vaults recorded by a heavyweight line-up of the UK jazz, soul, and R&B scene’s most hotly-tipped rising stars. This incredible compilation includes artists such as Jorja Smith, Jordan Rakai, Ezra Collective, Poppy Ajudha and more. This new version of Blue Note Re:imagined, pressed exclusively for Record Store Day on Smokey Clear & Blue vinyl with new blue cover, includes an exclusive bonus track - Jorja Smith – Rose Rouge (Joy Orbison Remix). On it’s original release Blue Note Re:imagined topped jazz charts around the globe and infuses the spirit of the new UK jazz generation into the legendary label’s iconic catalog, balancing the genre’s tradition with its future and reflecting the melting pot of talent and diversity within the current scene.Side A: 1. Jorja Smith – Rose Rouge2. Ezra Collective – Footprints3. Poppy Ajudha - Watermelon Man (Under The Sun)4. JordanRakei – Wind Parade Side B:1.2LP £36.99

Various Artists Brazil 45 Boxset Vol. 5 Japanese DJ / turntablist maestro DJ KOCO aka SHIMOKITA has beenBOX £37.99

Various Artists Bristol Roots Explosion, The collection of garage band hits assembled by Lenny KayeLP £23.99

Various Artists CRAWLING THE WALLS / MEETS.... CHEAP PRICE COMPILATION CD of rare, unreleased, forthcoming, and brilliant tracks from the Agitated Label,and friends.CD £6.99

Various Artists Even More Dazed and Confused: Music from the Motion PictureThe 1993 hit movie Dazed and Confused is well known for its 70s rock themed soundtrack, featuring songs by Alice Cooper, War, ZZ Top, Black Sabbath, and others. Celebrate the 30th anniversary release pressed on smoky purple vinyl.LP £31.99

Various Artists Greetings From S.G.V. - The Greetings LP Taken from the Greetings Festival. Durutti Column, Stockholm Monsters, LP £24.99

Various Artists Hillbillies In Hell: Whiskey Is The Devil Limited EdiYon Deluxe Gatefold LP with exclusive scholarly liner notes by Alvin Lucia! - Full dynamic range 2024 remasters direct from the first-generaYon analogue master tapes! - Original Cover Art by Eric Adrian Lee! - Limited EdiYon 666 copies! 333 (randomly inserted) 'Hooch Hellscape' SplaRer LPs / 333 (randomly inserted) 'Binge Blackout' Black LPsLP £39.99

Various Artists How Does That Grab You? (Nancy Sinatra) -The definiYve vinyl reissue of Nancy's 1966 sophomore album. - Contains the hits “Bang, Bang,” “Sand” and “How Does That Grab You, Darlin’?”. - Record Store Day Exclusive pressed on Orange Cream wax. Non-Returnable. - Features audio freshly remastered frLP £36.99

Various Artists Los Nuggetz: Garage & Psych from Latin AmericaRecord collectors of all eras are familiar with the legendary NuggetsLP £30.99

Various Artists Murder Was The Case (The Soundtrack) Itwill containdoubletranslucent redvinyl thatwill revealclassifiedtext from"casefiles"providedina casefolderwithinthepackage.LP £44.99

Various Artists Nashville Goes Fuzz Limited EdiYon Deluxe Gatefold LP with exclusive scholarly liner notes by Alvin Lucia - Full dynamic range 2024  remasters direct from the first-generaYon analogue master tapes - Original Cover Art by Eric Adrian Lee - Limited EdiYon 500 copies - 250 'City Of Sin' Neon Orange LPs / 250 'Midnight Mayhem' Black LPs (randomly inserted).LP £39.99

Various Artists Penrose Showcase Vol.II The second compilation of the 7"s released on the Penrose subsidiary of Daptone Records. The RSD exclusive version of this release will be a full black picture disc with a large white penrose logo across it, packaged in a clear bag with track lisYng and details on a sYcker. Includes download coupon.LP £24.99

Various Artists Psyche France Vol 9 Volume 9 of the French psych rock seriesLP £22.99

Various Artists PUNK 45: Kill The Hippies! Kill Yourself! - The American Nation Destroys Its Young: Underground Punk in The United States of America, 1973-1980Soul Jazz Records’ new 10th anniversary one-off limited-edition heavyweightspecial-editionorangecolouredvinylpressing(+download code) exclusively forRecordStoreDay2024of their longout of print ‘Punk45:Kill theHippies!KillYourself!’LP £33.99

Various Artists Ripples Presents… Psychedelic Sunshine Pop from the 1960sAn exclusive vinyl product curated for Record Store Day 2024, this 2LP features wonderful and weird nuggets from the summers of love of the 1960s, from bubblegum gems to psych freakbeats. A cratediggers paradise featuring vanishingly rare and in demand out of print jewels from the likes of The Ivy League, Velvet Fogg, The Uglys, alongside stars such as The Kinks, The Small Faces and more.2LP £28.99

Various Artists STUDIO ONE RUDE BOY Soul Jazz Records’ new 18th anniversary one-off limited-edition heavyweight special-edition red and cyan coloured vinyl pressing (+ download code) exclusively for Record Store Day 2024 of their long out of print classic release ‘Studio One Rude Boy’. This album is fully remastered and relicensed for RSD 24LP £33.99

Various Artists The Endless Coloured Ways: The Songs Of Nick Drake - The Singles CollectionThisRSDexclusive 7" Singles Boxset includes eleven tracksacrosssix7"singlesfromtheoriginalcampaignand housed in a brand new exclusive and limited edition collector'sbox, includinganexclusivedoublesidedpull outposterinsertRecordStoreDayUKexclusivefor20247" £54.99

Various Artists The Power Of The Heart: A Tribute To Lou ReedFeatures *newly recorded* covers from Keith Richards, Joan JeR and the Blackhearts, Rufus Wainwright, Lucinda Williams, Maxim Ludwig & Angel Olsen, Rickie Lee Jones, Mary Gauthier, Bobby Rush, AutomaYc, The Afghan Whigs, and Rosanne Cash. Special Record Store Day EdiYon pressed on Silver Nugget wax and housed in a silver laminated jacket.LP £37.99

Various Artists Timeless Jazz Classics (Compiled by Gilles Peterson) 1st time on vinyl, Peterson selections from the Timeless label2LP £35.99

Verve (The) No Come Down The Verve’s compilation album of B-sides and outtakes, No Come Down celebrates its 30th anniversary in 2024, to mark this UMR will be releasing it on vinyl for the very first time. With outtakes from the band's debut album A Storm in Heaven sessions. “Blue" is a different (vocally upfront) "USA Mix" - released to coincide with Verve playing Lollapalooza Festival Chicago in 1994, this also features acoustic versions of "Make It Till Monday" & "Butterfly", "Gravity Grave" is the live recording from the bands first ever Glastonbury performance in 1993. This LP is pressed on black vinyl with printed inners.LP £27.99

Village Choir (The) Along The Beach Pt 1/ Sweet Hot Lips 7 inch Vinyl Dinked 7" £14.99

Vince Guaraldi It Was a Short Summer, Charlie Brown OSR For the 55th anniversary of the 5th animated Peanuts special, "It Was aLP £33.99

Viv Albertine Flesh Short Summer, Charlie Brown," LMFP, for the frst time, is releasing the12" £22.99

Wailer (The) THE BEST OF THE WAILERS (RSD 2024 PINK VINYL) LP £29.99

Weeknd (The) Live at SoFi Stadium In front of an adoring sold-out crowd in Los Angeles, The Weeknd brings fans up-close with this intimate and epic special concert event, exclusively on HBO. Cinematically captured to bring viewers onstage and in the audience, The Weeknd: Live at SoFi Stadium offers a front-row seat to the versatile artist's thrilling 95-minute setlist – which includes such #1 hits as "Starboy," "Blinding Lights," "Can't Feel My Face," "I Feel It Coming," and so much more. With his mesmerizing dancers, spectacular lasers, and explosive pyrotechnics, The Weeknd (winner of four Grammys, 20 Billboard Music Awards, and six AMAs, and nominated for an Emmy) brings down the house – and your living room – ahead of the performer's highly anticipated star turn in HBO's upcoming drama series The Idol. Never before on vinyl3LP £44.99

Who (The) Story Of The Who 8 Page Booklet - Blue / Red vinyl Sometimes regarded as the most complete Who Best Of, this version with a replica of the original 8-page booklet and pressed on Coloured vinyl (Pink and Green) was mastered by long time Who engineer Jon Astley and cut by Miles Showell at Abbey Road2LP £44.99

Wilco The Whole Love Expanded Beautiful x3 LP Vinyl boxset of original album + rare bonus material. Very limited!3LP £61.99

Willie Nelson Phases and Stages Willie Nelson’s 1974 classic, celebrating its 50th Anniversary in March, just prior to RSD If Shotgun Willie played a bit like a concept album, Phases and Stages was a full-blown one, tracing the dissolution of a marriage and devoting one side to the wife's perspective, the second to the husband's….Phases and Stages is easily the equal of its remarkable predecessor, a wonderful set of music that resonates deeply, as deeply as the words. Make no mistake -- the deceptively relaxed arrangements, including the occasional strings, not only highlight Nelson's clever eclecticism, but they also heighten the emotional impact of the album. And this is a hell of an emotional record, where even each side's celebratory honky tonk numbers (the medley "Sister's Coming Home/Down at the Corner Beer Joint" and "Pick Up the Tempo," respectively) are muted by sadness. Then, there are the centerpieces: "Walkin'," where the woman decides it's time to move on; "Pretend I Never Happened," perhaps the coldest ending to a relationship2LP £46.99

Winfield Parker I Wanna Be With You/ My Love For You 7 inch Vinyl In Picture Sleeve7" £14.99

Wingmen The Model/I Got A Right This exclusive Record Store Day 7" features superb versions of Kraftwerk's iconic The Model alongside the rare, early seventies Stooges track I Got A Right, written by Iggy Pop and James Williamson. Limited to just 500 pieces, the single is pressed on clear, transparent vinyl and housed in a picture sleeve. 7" £15.99

Winston Reedy Red Rose the genres most infuential artistsLP £22.99

X-Press 2 Muzik X-Press / London X-Press These are the original 12” mixes, made before they signed to Skint, having established themselvesastheleadingact inUKDance12" £15.99

X-Ray Spex Conscious Consumer (Picture Disc) 500 Copies Pressed for RSD. Collector’s Edition - Picture Disc. Packaged in 12'' Card Outer Sleeve, with Lyric Insert. Numbered & Stickered. The sophomore and final studio album from punk icons - X-Ray Spex. The highly sought after album received a very limited CD only release in 1995 on Receiver Records in the UK and had been officially unavailable for 27 years until December 2023LP £30.99

X-Ray Spex Germ Free Adolescents RSD Exclusive Limited Edition 180-gram Picture Disc with 12" Insert With Album Poster + Sleeve Notes by Stephanie PhillipsLP £31.99

Yardbirds (The) 5 LIVE YARDBIRDS (RSD 2024 RED VINYL) First album by seminal and influential British beat band recorded live at the legendary Marquee club, in London’s Soho. This line up featured Eric Clapton on lead guitar, Keith Relf – lead vocals and harmonica, Chris Dreja – rhythm guitar, Paul Samwell-Smith – bass and Jim McCarty -drums.LP £29.99

Yardbirds (The) Psycho Daisies - The Complete B-Sides (140G Purple vinyl with orange splatters)This limited edition Record Store Day 2024 release compiles Rare B sides, raritiesLP £25.99
Yellowman Zunggugungzuguzungguzeng - Yellow Vinyl (RSD)Remastered in 2023 and released specially for RSD 2024 - pressed onLP £23.99

Yes Yale Bowl '71 yellow vinyl with custom inner sleeve designed by famed art director,LP £28.99

Young Fathers DEAD LP £30.99

Young Thug Jeffrey Tony McDermott LP £34.99

Youth Meets R.D.F. Cockroach Town Martin Glover, better known as Youth, bass player from Killing Joke and world renowned producer, and Chris Bowsher from Radical Dance Faction (RDF) have had an association since the early 90's. They have recently linked up again, featuring Youth's music and production alongside Chris's poetry. This 5 track 12" includes 2 unreleased dub mixes of tracks from their recent Welcome To The Edge album, alongside two tracks previously unreleased on vinyl. Limited to 500 pieces and pressed on Transparent Red viny12" £21.99

Yusef Lateef Atlantis Lullaby - The Concert from Avignon Deluxe limited-edition 180g 2-LP set - gatefold sleeve, 12-page LP sizeLP £48.99

Yusuf/Cat Stevens Izitso LP £28.99

Yusuf/Cat Stevens Numbers booklet, all tracks previously unissued, remastered audio transferredLP £28.99


